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• Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation's
_unemnleynient. rate _edged slightly
upward to 6.2 percent in March after
four straight months of declines, and
for Week teen-agers it rose to 39 per
cent, the 1.411bor pepartment said today,,
the overall jobless rate in February
was 6.1 percent. A year ago it was 7.4
percent.
Officia Is are still worried about the
• 
• high unemployment rate among black
- youths. Thete was no sign in March that
new job-creating prgrams were helping
the minority group.
-- The unemployment-rate swag
blacks between the ages of 16 and 19
rose from 38 percent in February to 39
percent last month. • - - -
Jobless rates were virtually un-
changed for adult men at 4.5 percent,
adult women 5.8 percent and all teen-
About 465 participants froth- IT-61-the
- westernmost countries of-Kentucky are
expected to compete in the spring track
, . fiPiti Spac•ira 1 Olympics for Region I
—•••:--••at Murray StatelIniversity on Satur-
day, April, 15.
All events in the SPecial Olympics-a
• ' -.4.4tograin ef _ athletic competitioir for
mentally handicapped persons-will be
in Roy Stewart Stadium, beginning with -
opening ceremonies at 8:45 a. m.
Gayle Wadlington of the Western
Unlucky Ciaranunity Mental Health
Canter, the programa experiNnater for the
days activities, gave the list of events to
begin at 9:1k a. m. as follows:
Swimming, 50-yard dash, 100-yard
dash, 220-yard run, 440-yard run, 440-
yard relay, *softball throw, standing
long jump, and high jump. He said
winners, will advance to the state
Special Olympics meet in Morehead
June 2-4.
Counties to have contestants in the
Special 'Olympics are Ballard, Cald-
well, Calloway, Carlisle, thristian,
Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall,
McCracken, Muhlenberg, Todd, and
Trigg.
Co-sponsored by the,, Western Ken-
tucky Regional Mental Heiljh and
Mental RetaidatiOrIlloard ancl_Mutray'
State, the annual event provides
competition at all levels based on both
age and performance.
In addition, the games provide all the
pageantry and 'excitement of a true
-Olympics"--opening ceremonies,
medal presentations, and parades. Two
special guests for the opening
ceremonies will be Dr. Marshall
agers 17.3 percent. Unemployment
among black adult women rose frem
10.1 to 11.4 percent.
The number of Americans with jobs
advanced by 260,000 to 93.3 million, the
department said. The labor force -- the
number of people holding Jobe or
seeking -them -rnee12OU to 99.4
million.
The department indicated more
women are looking for jobs add finding-
then,-Itt both the labor -forte- and
employment, adult women Outgained
adult men two to one. 
.Department analysts said the coal
strike, which ended March 28, ap-
parently had little effect tin unem-
ployment in other job sectors last
month. The strike ended 'before coal
shortages could lead to extensive
layoffs, they said. The striking coat
miners are not included in the unem-
ployment rate.
Gordo Caiiiirslty
services at 'Murray-State, and 'Dave
Kerchner, director of Kentucky Special •
Glyinpies,
'An added attraction will be several
units from the 101st Airborne Division
at Ft. Campbell, including a band, color
guard, two helicopters for display, and
eight skydivers. The Ft. Campbell
group will also conduct a gymnastic
workshop.
Wadlington noted that Special
Olympics is a program of sports
training and Athletic competition in
which children in even the lowest
division may advance all the way to the
national finals. He said enthusiasm this
year is running high. •
"The purpose is not only to assist the
physical development of the
developmentally disabled, but their
social and Psychobigical development
as well," 'he pointed out.
Lions Broom
  The Murray  lions Club will r.nntinfst
---,an all-out drive April '10 and 11 to sell
light bulbs and brooms to residents,
according to an announcement made
-today by Club President Yancy
Watkins.
"Every cent of the proceeds will go to
support community projects such as
the Blood Bank, Energy Conservation
and other 'service functions. Every
household can use light bulbs and this
drive affords an opportunity to get a
The department said although
unemployment rose, the. increase was
only slight. Before it was rounded'off,
the imereoloyrnentrate rose from 8.148
percent to 6.184 percent,
The report indicated thatpeople who
held jobs-were getting in more liativat
work in March. Average Weekly hdara
rose from 35.8 to 36.1 in March, and
among factory workers the rise was
from 40 to 40.5 hours.
str.a-noors. 
This gain represented return to the
levels that prevailed late last year
before severe weather forced shorter
work weeks in some .regions, the de-
partment said.----r -
The unemployment rate had hovered
near 7 percent most of last year, but
declined in October to 6.8 percent,
November 6.7 percent, December 6.4
percent, January 6.3 'percent, and
February 6.1 percent. .
He explained that participants gain
"confidence and self-mastery through a
- positive, successful experience in
sports. That self-Imageassociated with
success rather than failure often
carries over into the home, the
classroom, and the workshop, he ad-
ded.
Honorary chairman for the Special
Olympics this spring is Marshall
County Judge-Executive Mike Miller.
Heading committees are: Dr. -Kell
Purcell. games; John and Diane
Watson, volunteers; Dr. Ann Campbell
and Dr. Allan Beane, opening
ceremonies and spechir events: Dr
Ralph Hausman and Dr Tom
McKnight, awards; and -. Dana
McDermitt, food.
•
Special Olympics as a nationwide
program was begun in 1968. The
organizer and sponsor nationally is the





worthy cause," Watkins said.
L ie entire membership of the Liens
Club has been organized to 'sppply
friends and neighbors'with light bulbs
and brooms, delivered right to the front
door, the president said.
Lions Clubs'in other cities have had
excellent results with their sales, and
Lion President Watkina,has expresser!
his confidence in the anticipateeT•su,
-tress of this fund-raising campaign
• .
TO Driklai 'CHAMPIONSHIP -- The horse "Wildwood Mike" owned by Tom tanks of Murray will return to
a • Claim siliampiaiithip 41, the 1998-46en4ereire•State-Elverityltatriferseltitsw--kiatirThili• tionc.
Roger Smith is pictured receiving first place for the class in the 1977 showsPictured with Smith are _Qt.:rim left) lames
Cole, ringmastea, Terry Brown and Donna Keller. The 1978 show will b April 21 and-21-at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Expogition Center in Murray, The show starts at 7. o'clock each night.
•
RAPUNZFI—Richard Valentine and Linda Begley are shown in a scene
from "Rapunzel" which plated in city and comity schools this week as a _
pal! of Theatre Education Week. leesha Hazel also appeared rm the play
and Joe Jackson played piano. The play was one of a number of "theatre to
the schools' activities corickicted this week by the Murray-Calloway Coun-
ty Theatre group. 
WASHINGTON AP) -- President
orter today announced he will delay
production of -neutron warheads -and
ssatch for the Soviets to show restraint
in trothconventional and nuclear arms.
In a- -brief statement at. the White
---Hou.se,--J,he president said-the ultimate
decision on the production -of neutron
weapons will be made later and "will be
influenced by the -degree to which the .
Soviet Union shows restraint in its
conventional and nuclear arms
programs and force deployments af-
• fecting the security of the United States
and Western Europe."
- Carter added that he has ordered the
Defense Department to proceed with
modernization of nuclear warheads for
the Lance missile and 8-inch artillery_
but lave "open the option of installing pla
the enhanced radiation Cer neutrori,L:
elements" at some future time. -
Today's expected announcement of
the decision at the NATO council
meeting in Brussels could cause some
embarrassment a-mei* allies who had
expected that neutron weapons would
become part the alliance's European
arsenal.
Those nations saw Lance missiles
and artillery shells armed with neutron
weapons - designed to inflict bat-
tlefield casualties while limiting blast
damage - as potent deterrents to
potential Soviet aggression.
TEL AVIV, Israel ( AP) - Israel will
begin a two-stage partial withdrawal of
its troops from-southern- Lebanon op
Tuesday, affecting troops along the
eastern • half. of the front, a U.N.
spokesman said.
Plans for the the phased withdrawal,
to be completed next Friday, were
Presented to the 'chief of U.N.
operations in the Middle East by IA.
Gen. Mordechai Gar. Israeli's chief of
staff, during a meeting in Jerusalem on
Thursday,'
The first stage of the pullout will
affect an area east of Marjayoun, a
Christian-held town three miles north of
the Israeli border town of Metullah, the
U.N. spokesman said. The Israeli
troops also will withdraw from the
• -Khardali bridge over the Litani River,
added.
About 700 Norwegian troops moved
into the area in the past week.
Israel Invaded southern • Lebanon
March 15 to- establish a security belt
and prevent guerrilla raids into Israel
like the one four days ear*f_111.0g94:
35 Israelis die
• 1Tte TarOna PUptIlred a strIPT TART
along the border north as far as the
latani, except for a' small guerr la.
enclave around the port city of Tfre.
and declared a cease-fire Mardi 21
On Thursday, Israel reported its first
- The officials here;-whorieelined to be
_identified, said Carter i.hokiing off
"permanent cancellation of the weapon
- to see if the Soviets will make con-
- Cessions in curbing their own adyanced
arms systems.
'Secretary of State Cyrus R. -Vance
'will discuss the issue when he visits
Moscow in two weeks, primarily to try
to step up negotiations on limiting long-
'range bombers and intercontinental
ballistic missiles.
In a related area, the Soviets have
indicated a willingness to negotiate
restraints on developing systems for
_disabling the two nations' earth-
-obi-lung reconnaissance satellites..
The United States is promising its
allies unspecified other weapons in
ce ortiFe neutron bomb, which has
'also' won the support of the American
military as an equalizer to the Soviets'
3-to-1 numerical tank advantage in
central Europe. •
In a speech Thursday night .in Los
Angeles, former President Gerald Ford
said the controversy around -the
neutron weapon "arouses, profound
concern among us all:"
"As Americans we must stand with.
out president on policies that
strengthen or enhance our security,"
Ford told a Republican dinner, "but we
must and we will resist those"p,olicies
that weaken or crippleAur..security."
casualties since it announced the truce.
The- military command said three
soldiers were killed and two were miss-
ing after an unauthorized sightseeing
trip Wednesdiy.
The Palestine Liberation Or-
ganization in Beirut said four Israelis
were killed and one captured, and the
'United Nations said its reports in-
dicated five were killed.
An Israeli military 'spokesman said
two soldiers entered Lebanon in a small
truck looking for a tractor near Bint '
Jbeil. He said they picked up four other
soldiers and a ,civilian and went
sightseeing. They passed an Ieraeli
army -eoatiblock and drove into
Palestinian-held territory; the spokes-
" 'man said.
The soldiers and the civilian got into
-in argument with a 'group Of armed
Palestinians near the town of Ras el-.
Am and as they got in the track to reeve
they were fired on, the spokesman said.
He said the four survivors of theelash,
all wounded, abandoned the truck,
thelhfrte-boffterlftildif:ITIer
split up and two of them, a soldier and
the civilian, reached Israeli lines.
Palestinian- guerrillas in Lebanon
said-they were holding the bodies of the
dead Israelis and the one survivor.
.Theatre Education
Week Ends Today
Theatre Education Week ends today,
culminating a week when members of
Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre literally "took theatre to the
schools."
During Education Week a towing
'show of "Rapunzel" went to the schools
in the county and city systems on
grants from the local PTAs and PTCs
for the benefit of the students.
During-. the week the city-county
'theatre presented an original mesical
Tfor children at Cheri movie theater, a,.
dinner theatre for high school
teenagers called "Life is .a Four Letter
Word, - a erY Hour at Murray-
Callovity Minty Public Library, and a
radio program produced and per-
formed by high school stufents.
"We hope that these activities will
"hap the public beCiinie-iiiiiire-tif *tat- 
we are doing in Community Theatre,"
stated Bettye Baker, co-chairman of
the Education Committee, "These
not- only -show what
Coinnuinity Theatre tan do," continues
ast Ere pennr, "but, an,whaelwbist aswe.!n to do on am
- "The primary purpose of the Murray-
-' Calloway County Crinununity ',Theatre
is to educate young people in the many
values of theatre arts," revealed Betty
Brockway. "To support this purpose
- Date broagtated programs are being
offered. These- include education, en-
tertainment, and enkightenment."
• The entertainment program is
revealed in the many productions otthe
past year. These shows -have been of-
fered for children -and adults, and will
continue in the future: •
Enlightenment is offered through
workshops and classes after school
hours during the year. These may in-
-dude oneact plays, special techniques
In make-up, use Of color and light in
:stage lighting, script-writing, designing
sets, etc.
By "taking thetitre': to the children in
the schools, all children can be
educated by exposure to and in-
volvement with theatre arts. Some
benefits are the opportunity -911-ea-
perience the enjoyment Of theatre, the
responsibility involved, 'the teamwort
_. developed, and the deve/opement of
skills as electricians, carpenters,
tailors, painter, etc. "All of the aspects
of theatre* can enrich the lives of
• students eVen if they do not intend to
m,ake theatre a major portion of their
lives," concludes Mark Etherton, eo-
chairman of the education committee.
The Community Theatre is currently
providing theatre to the schools-through
teachers workshops ando-participation
theatre experience fpr the third grades
of the county and city systems.
"The Community Theatre was
conceived-with the throst placed on the





James Allen Johnsoit'10-, South 12th
Street, Murray; is in Calloway County
Jail facing third. degree burglary
charges after waiving extradition from
Diboll, Tex., Thursday, ,
According to a spokesman for
Murray Police Department, Johnson is
charged -in connection with the
burglary of the residence of Billy Dyer,
Riviera Trailer Court, Murray on
:Clarelv.28. Guns and stereo equipment
were repotted missing in that break-in.
Murray Police detectives obtained a
warrant for Johnson in connection with
the case, entered it in the nationwide
computer. Texas authorities held him
for transport back to Murray
Bond for Johnson is $5,000, pending at
appearance before Calloway Comity
District Judge Sid Easley,
todarsindex
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mostly sunny
Mostly sunny • .today • with
highs in the mid to upper 70s.
-4ertecoliv --tertight with-
lows in the 5N Partly' • sunny
and warmer Saturday with
• highs in the low to mid 80s.
He Wants To Unglue,
Son - From the Tube
By AbigailVan Btiren
- DEAR kREAY: I have been divorced for 12 years. For
business reasons. I have lived in another city. so my three
sons have been raised by. ',heir mother'. I have. always '
provided More than thecourt required and- have-tried-te-
.maintain a good relationship with my sons dyer the years.
The probleni TSIn-Y7 oldest son., He graduated from high
school two years ago and he is still sitting at home.
watching -television all day; sleeping late and staying -tip -
until all hours. Be has no desire cc; do anything else; ito
need-trFret a job because-I am required to- pay hini an
allowance until he's 2L, This provides cigarette and pocket
money. His mother isn't concerned alxiur his idleness
because if and when he becomes financially independent,-
her child support payments will drop, and she doesn't want
.her income  reduced. - 
d9Yet_lhi-A
kick him out of his mother mend-
psychological help. His mother wouldn't permit it. It mould
when hi was 12. It 
ehecrurages .hoilse. Don't re
mean that she isn't perfect. I can t cet. °lithe money and'
+les's-not- -intereated -in college-or
trade school. All he wants to do is watch television. He
BETTY LOWRY, second right, entertained with A tea in her home on Westgate Drive,
:Murray, on Monday, April 3, from two to four p,m, for members of the Murray and
- Haig Woman's Club and members of area 'Women's Clubs, of the Kentucky
Federation-ot-Wonen's Clubs to meet candidates for state offices in the eiection to be
held at the state meeting in Owensboro April 17-20. Pictured here, left to right, at the-
tea, are Judy Winn, Marion, 'candidate for ketuck Federation secretary; Beverly
Mayttettt-present-tnivrt-vier/SFAXEireiirthe Kentucky Federation; Ruth
Fe uson Leu
-president Rita-Mcrrgan, teitt.hfiefd, Betty towry, Murray, and Helen Evans, Lexington, 
all past presidents of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs.
Bedell, Frankfort, candidate for Kentucky Federation first vice-president Shelley
1 4 ngton, cyrren secretary an candidate for Kentucky Federation
knows every program that comes on bet een noon and 1
•sign-off time:
How can I wake this_guy up to the fact that he can't a4
on his can Besides;ies-a-poot example for his two
younger brothers, who are still in high school:
CONCERNED BUT HELPLESS
DEAR C AND 11;_ You can't "force" him to do anything.
Your only hope is teepend more time with him an inspire
him to lead a more _productive life. Otherwise los,sney.
%etch television for another two years, then circumstances • T.57-4._-- • Nursing Horne and the






Homemakers Club will meet
Tuesday April 11, at one p.m.
at, the borne.. et. Mrs. Noble
Fuqua for thi lesson on
needlepoint and the crochet
casserole holder.
All members are brged to
attend and visitors are
welcome, Mrs. Fuqua said.
Mrs. Sandra West was
hostess for the meeting held in
March, but due to road con-
ditions and illness, only a few
of the members were able to
_.attend. Mrs. Newel _I/oeres,
vice-president, presided and
gave ttie deuetina.,
• The .hostess discussed the
tasters luncheon to be held
April 27 at the First United
Methodist Church. Mrs.
' Freeland Youngblood will be
in charge of the recipes to be
collected and mailed to the
Extension office.. Mrs. Da'




DEAR Al3BY: Have you or any of your readers ever
heard Of tipping a waitress before she even takes your
order?
1---hqva 4 friend -who invariably slips money, into the
waitress's hand when she first approaches our table.
Iaske'd this friend where he got_ the idea of tipping first,
apd he 'wad- it was just common tense. A tip_ in advance
usually insures good service.
I Would appreciate any light , you tan shed on this-
Subject. ,
CURIOUS IN LOWELL, ARK.
....
--DEAR C1. KKR, S: Tipping generotiO"Yin advance seems
more like aJatilse than a tip, _hut it makes sense-The word
(lam told) is an abbreviation for "to insure proxiiht;-_.
 Per vice ."
AR ABBYTwe years ago. I divorced my husband
hecause he beat me up several times. He never showed any
isigns of being violent. before we were married. There were
times when he _beat me so brutally I was afraid he would
  hall me
l'heard that he is Oak Co be married-again: I don't know
• the Aady. but I know how to get in touch with her.




DEAR DEBATING: On the chance that alien bring out
the best in him while you brought‘iviirtha Out is him, let
mum be' the word.
Who said the teen years are the hatiliest? For Abby's
new booklet 'What Teenagers Want to Know," write
- Abby: 132 Leek? Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Encliise
 _ II and a long, stamped (24 rental, self-addressed envetwpe,
please.
PHOTO
  * SPECIALS
COUPONS
1771einCENZIMM BIG
Ot VilAIMPILD • P•WITID
L/W7 ONE,464. L It I CM:Mow
1 INLARCMiArl /15 C0171)../
21)1XIOSCIlt H.41.!CS
Serfs Illaipliss II %Simi%
lit' Air Shopping Canter
9-9 Mon.-Set.
1-6 Sen.
Stan photo by to Buricroo —
By Estelle Spiceland were, as Mt. Gomel Baptist, 'Then sadly we recall words of 
m wrong tly -welt Mr. Or on AbrallarriTindoWalaeoriU-
. A few people from this. Easter. . poem: --
-community have enjoyed Poplar Spring Church has a. "We drink the same streamc-
tOnieeofniti gs recently - -L-new pastor, ie(nalti Aciatias-tis--- and-view the same sun, - - . 
Mrs. Louise Patterson and begin services in April. . . And run the sarne course our
Ms ltialid Nance-WU' ha r' Cuy- tot* me on--*-4athera-havellm' -
-been hospitalized at-,-m-tn.ra , --tour of -old trails one murky:- --Te the life we are clinging,
were glad to be home for day. It led by the old Herman they also would cling,
Easter, even if snow flurries Montgomery farm where we But it speeds from us all,
took the _place of simrise- had hoarAect eighteen years of likeThircron
services. 
.
memories -before ill health
Oury Lovins though treated caused us to sell. to yOunger
royally at Lourdes Hospital, and stronger owners last year.
Paducah, for 60 days was glad The sands had already been
tp see on his pastures the washed froni the footprints of
green, green grass of home tired and departed former
agaqi., owners:- Modern machinery -%
thocauEntins after weeksin had removed ancient
the helots' was eadearetans buildings, and pastures yearly-
to his hill again. , seeded had been turned into
bean land. Old Weaters Senetil,Donnie Parker, on Crutches,
a-bank. -was able to get to the hospital House still-stood on
when MS baby daughter was The creek 'still babbledover,
rocks and sands where I had.
_Orn-
But homecomings east be taught a Vacation Bible son
to Colorado, Gannon Otildrere."tidbit the many who return to
Mkt vacant chairs. ?The foolish than built his
Two sisters, Mrs Eulala house upon the sands:- No: 
Lovins Boyd and Mrs. Mabel sign of their rock or sand
Lovins Williams, lost their building remained.
Maybe the lesson remained"husbands vrithtn a few weeks.
in young minds; hopefully.Aubrey Farris will be
greatly missed from the
community where Farris Students On.
Grocery was a popular -
stopping place. ti. ''llx,..iiiany .1 •e rr sr o _. Th _rip ,...._ _ n _s Lis 
mention. Mrs. Martin Crowell More students from
and daughter, Mrs. Nadine Calloway ....,




 to the dean's list for the
- 1977 fall semester at the .
Nathan Pittman and Lee - University of Kentucky. To be
Finney have 
hospitalized. . 
been honored by their dean,
Kelley Smith is glad to be 
students have achieved a high
able to return to his Concord 
"treader-Mc standing based On a-
4.0 -grading system. ,
home and sit during the
daytime. 




return home with -'th 6 
those announced la week FIVE GENERATIONS — Shannon Michelle Vailes,Miss Erin Montgomery, a we re as follows:, College of born March 5 became the first member of the fifthpatient at Westview, LS able to motor -Economics, r J a nette --'generation of the Emmett Erwin family. Shown left to
helper. 
Belle Gilliam, daughter of right seated, Shannon's great-grandmother Mrs. Ellen
Mrs. Willie Belle Farless of, Orr; Shannon's great-great grandmother Mrs. Mary .Er-The sixth grave in Concord Murrfir-College of Arts. and -Wirt (holding Shannon); back row: Shannon's motherCemetery since Jan. 19 was Sciences, Jeffrey R. Kurth of
that of Mrs. Hontas Banks, Mrs. ManTYn Valles; and Shannon's grandmother Mrs.
Joe Dick's grandmother. 
MIIITBY Route Four. Ma1 xine Burkeen. "\
- The ,driveway to that'
 cemetery needs repair. No ....
.wonder. _ 
Regardless of cloudy
weather, perhaps all chuecTiellfl-
DEN ONE of Pac Ifki-Cub Scouts ofsrth
, Cadloway Elementary School visited Kyle Field
di 20 for an informative tour of the airport. Denflient-
bers are Brooks Barton, Alex Dowdy, Tony Cloys, Rkky.
Harrison, .Timmy _Mortoii,-.Scotty Morris, Mithael .
Presents Programs Sall:cif/trate ds40"/"Urn•-""leaders are Jane Berton 
rea-Persons Return Horne • 'The Poplar Spring Baptist
, the patients at tha-ldiestview.
residents ' of Fern Terrace
Lodge for the March meeting,.
Mrs. Louise Short played
- the piano for the singers who--
were Cloia Cambell, fluto
Fannin, Bobby Cook,-Laurene
MsCUiston', Mildred _ Thopp-
- son, Otis Lovins,'-Kay Taylor,
-find Shirley_ye_r_tg. _
The devotion wasgiven by
Clola Campbell at-Westview'
and -Otis Lovina .at Ferri
-Terrace, -Kay-Taylor-
wlo and closed with_prayer.




him as a date.
hiPriry*Wrrrk, r
Late Show Fri. 4 Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment
.18 Or Over Only
For the 5th Consecutive year the Academy
Award 'Best Picture' is on the screw; in





































































LISA CHANEY, right, daughter of-Mr-and Mrs. Eugene
Chaney, was first place elementary phytics winner in
the Math and Science fair held Al Murray State Univer-
sity on April 1. She is a student at East Calloway
Elementary School. On the left is East Elementary
sponsor, Diane Brown.
RICK WAGONER, right, son of Mrs. Marge Wagoner,
was first place junior high geography winner hi the
Math and Science fair held at Murray State University
on April 1. He is a student at List Calloway Elementary
School. On the left is Lindayatterson, junior, high soon-
-sot at 1E4st Elemen
SEVEN STUDENTS from East Calloway Elementary
School received honorable mention for their science
projects in the Math and Science fair held April 1 at
'Murray State University. Pictured, left to right, are Janie
Green, Debbie Walker, and Skip Weber. Not pictured








By Mn. R. D. Key
Marcb 29, MA
R. D. Key was dismissed
from the Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tn., on
Tuesday and sent to the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, Tn., for further
treatment. He is in Room 1877.
Visitors in to see him while
there :were Bro. James
Phelps,,,Nte.Aid Mrs. Taylor
Owen, Mrs. Sue Owen, Mr.
add Mrs. Morris Jehkins, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Childers, Mr.
and Mrs. Rex Allbritten,.
Glynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Tony




School Class of' the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church met op
Tuesday.. March 21. in the_
Did you know that the main job our nervous system has is
to keep our bodies healthy and functioning properly?
Sometimes, however, it isn't allowed to do its job properly,
and then we beceme susceptible to disease: Irritation to a
nerve from misplaced spinal vertebrea or muscle spasm can
cause the organ or system associated with that nerve to
become weak and susceptible to invasion bacteria or viruses
which it would normally be capable of fighting off If it was
ealthy. This is when we get "sick" but actually, we have
been "sick" and will continue to be until the nerve irritation
is taken away or reduced. That is the job of the Chriropractic
Physician. He finds the source of the nervous irritation and
removes it, thereby allowing the bodies' normal healing
capacity to function properly again. Listed below are just a






Wititmen's compensation and most major insurance corn
parties cover Ofiropratic care.
Howard Morris, and Little Cochrum in . the Mayfield members will., be held at 9:30thoughts about Blaster.
D. Key to Memphis, Tn., and
:are at his bedside. To my'
Sorrow! was unable to go. My
--trandson, Mitch , Sykes, is
staying with me. Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins spent Monday and
Howard Morris, Mrs. Dorothy
Bertram,. Kenny Jenkins,
Sherri Parrish, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Powell and David, Bob
Pulse, J. and Mrs. Gary
Smith, Marcus Hill and
daughter, Judy, Mr. and Mrs.
Ceylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore, Bro. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes andlditc.h.
_ Fritley, April 7 _._ Saturday, April- 8
Recital by Charlotte - Bar-
nett, Eminenceftnunpet, will
be at seven p.m. at the Farrell
Glynkprr.
Mr.-and Mrs. -Tony Sykes A4rts Celiti".--MurraY
Recital Hall,,Priee-Doyle Fine





were supper guests of Mr. and . Saturday, April 8
Mrs. Jimmie Stewart on Carw ash by. Headstart
Saturday night. Parents will be at North Point A breakfast benefit for FredMr. and Mrs. Bob Pulse, and Chevron Station from eight
•
, - Morton who lost his libraryMrs. Jenet Devour and a.m. to five p.m. and other materials in the firedaughters, Kennifer and
at the' United Campus-- --Jessica, visited Mr. and :Mrs,
Calloway County +if _
Council will host a Family
Awards Dinner at 6.30 p.m. at
the First _United Methodist ,
.Chttreti for Mt lea&rs, 4-H
members, and their families.
Call the Extension office, 753-
144, for reservations.
and most of all your prayers:- -Weekend,
visits, Calls, cards, flowers/.
R. D. appreciated all - tbe Clarence Carson ' in Wesley -Student Fellowship
McLeansboro,. TIL;--- last of Murray State will sponsor .a
. 
. Saturday, April 9
-- .-- - 
 socialthodist hall of the First United-
to ten a.m. The public is urged
Ministry will be held at the,..
Church from seven -
. Bro. and Mrs.. Warren Sykes . Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson • ilave.-, .
,. slave day. Call. 753-45;1 Tor a '
and Mrs. Joe -fowell took R., ad Layette and Mrs. Ovie - _ z, -. 
to participate, . . 
..
Wilson visited Mrs. Effie virgin Chapter No. 55 OES
Bynum in Martin, Ti.,On.. Sunday, April 9
Howard Morris end Mrs-- .Baptist Church, Murray.
will be. host for fall Western
Fiebelman, oboe, Fort Pierce,
Sunday.
'  
- Joint recital b Joyce
Dorothy Bertram , visited Mr.
- --- -District meeting at St. Johp's - . y
Fla., and Heather,-yerlinq,'
Sunday, April 9 •
Shower- for Donald and - -
-Nancy Lovett who lest their
home and contents by fire will •
be held at the Jaycee Center a




Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 1:30 p. m.
with Lucy Alderelice as
hostess.
t ordelia Er-win Unit of
South Pleatant Grove Unites'-'
-Methodlst Church will meet at - - -
.seven p. m.
Mattie Belle Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p. m. at the church.
and Mrs. Douglas, Vandyke Rummage sale sponsored
. soprano, Henderilin, will be at .-- e.
Tuesday with me. , . and Mr. arid Mrs. Glynn Orr two p.m.; and another by Lisa 
Dorothy Moore Circle of
by Kappa Omicron -Phi home
-/tt- and Rebecca Ogles, clarinet, 
First Presbyterian -Chureff .......
will meet at 7-30 p. m. Hoagland, _piano% 'Frankfort
MrMrs..Ratrillc:y 
Mrs.
j,oeMrPc's. wSeilile - leilMStffideYiss ,Olndy Phelps :o. i
Owen, Mrs. Jennie Sykes, Murfreesboro visited her 
...econemies ..,fraternity
Murray State, will be at the s tiMt30. Vernon,om.,  Ind., will be at
. ' • . Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine 
Recovery, Inc., Will meet at
Mrs. Lela Wilson, Mrs. Sadie Parents, Bro. and Mrs. James 
., American Legion Hall from bpth at the Old
Bucy, Mrs. Jessie Paschall, . , Phelps over the weekend. 
8:. 30 On. to two p.m. • •. the Health Center, 
-North .7th
, . arxt -Mrs. Cooperjz;fteASU- -Women-'4- Society.:-_-_--kiS Center. Mur_as State.
and Olive atisev:erip.iii_. _
home of Kathnai Starks who --rileTainr-Mts,GaY10P M01 r .?
Mrs. --Dorothy -Bertram, ited her sister, mrs:_treteT-brunch and fashion show for - . - • _ -Piano Recital - by gave tiletile devotional- on --/IF kid Mrs. Floyd Elkins Crow, Kennett, Mo., will begin
of Murray-Route Five will be
mikirtd-garrisun discussed Mary Grace Morris visited Hospital op Tuesday. a.m. at the Eagle Gallery of -at seven p. m. in the 
Old
honored with an open house in
the book, "Dare lb Lihre Mrs. R. D. Key over 
the Mrs. Peggy Holley is with 'the Fine Arts Center, Murray--
Now.' , 
Recital Hail; Price Doyle Fine— -
Della Boggess and Kathryn
Starks served refretshmenta to and son, Terry, 
Lesa fractured leg. 
, two& four p.m. at their home.
Mildred thirtilon, Ruth Robertson, Mr. and 
Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Berthal Baseball 
game between Murra) All relatives and friends are
Warren, Leta- Rutland, Mark- Tommy Jenkins,Mr. and Mrs. Grooms and Kim, and Mr. and 
State and Austin Peay will be invited. - •






The next meeting will be
held on April 17 in the home of
Pat Dalton.
visited Mrs. Be tie Jenkins
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrel Wilson
and family attended church at
Sedalia last Sunday and were
dinner guests of Bro. and-Mei.
'Glynn Orr. !!
North Fork Baptist Church
dismis,sed church services on
-Wednesday- night- and-
-tended the revival at Oak-
Grove. Marilyn Paschall sang
 a special with Judy Fries as 
Shannon Michelle, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alan
Vailes of Murray Route Four,
was born Sunday, March 5 at
4:45 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Weighing nine pounds one
ounce and measuring 20u2
inches, she is the grand-
daughter of Mr: -and -Mrs.
Ronald -Burkeen; Murray
Route 'Four, and Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Vailes, Jr. of Grand
Rivers. Her great-
grandparents are Mr. and-
Mrs. Bob Orr Murray Route
Four, Dave Burketn Murray
Route Eight, and Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Vailes, Sr. of Route
One, Grand River. Mrs.
Emmett Erwin is her great-
_ BENTON PATIENT
Annie Williams of Hardin
was dismissed March 24 from
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
PATIENT AT BENTON
John Peterson of Kirksey
was dismissed March 30 from
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton. - •
HOSPITAL PATIENT
George Holland of Murray
Route Four has been a patient




Miss Janet Caldeineyer of
tirray has been dismissedm Lourdes -Hospital,
Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Nelson Waldrop of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Carrying lead in the pocket







at eagan te a one p.
Morris Jenkins and Kenny Mrs. Latsy• Cran d
children of Detroit, Mich., are
-bet e"' visiting Mrs. Calloway ....COupty
Griknis and Mr. and Mrs. .T. School Choi
rs will sponsor a
pianist.
Mrs. Jessie Paschalivisited
.Mrs. James Phelps on Wed- •
nesdayl
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive
visited Mr. and Mrs.Coy
Kuykendall on Thursday.
Mrs. Terry Sills of Paducah
C. Gallimore this week. bake sal
e in front of Graham
- received a -- surprise' 
and Jackson on north side of
telephone call from.,-...lick 
_____coert_square, and a yard sale
Wyatt in Nashville, l'n., which • on front lain °Fhigh .acil°61
and Mrs. Jessie. Paschall pasyeariL___
visited Mr. and-Mrs.--Douglas Let n_e_Luard against self-
Vandyke. on Thursday. .. peich but ushers in defeat
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins Prly for steadfast faith and
and Mike of Chicago, are, coluage, for the ills we're
here visiting Mr. and Mrs. bound td meet., • e• --- -
Taylor, Owen and Mr - and So we'll make light of our
...Mrs. Rufus Hopkins. troubles, fight the all to many
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr 'tears,
-attended church at Sedalia on And remember -all the
*, Easter Sunday and were blessings and-iegicings of
-dinner guests of Bro. and Mrs. past years."
'
- Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood- met Monday
evening, Aprillk. in the lovely
home of Mrs. William Major
on North Twentieth Street.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr.,
president of the chapter,
presided over the business
meeting which opened with





members to serve for, the
coming year. Monthly reports
were given by the officers and
an honorary gift-'- 'as an-
nounced, made to the Fiftieth
Anniversary Fund of Coney
College.
Mrs: T. R. Patterson,
president of Kentucky State
Chapter, has named Mrs..
Lindsey and Mrs. John
Quertermous of Chapter M t.
I appreciated so much with all 
from nine a.m. to three p.m.
the Other calls aid visits I've -..
lied. Theiace tray_of, feed sirs; be in the high school gym.
-Jensie gyit'es,btought.-en— Murray-- State Women's
Sunday was appreciated. - Invitational Track Meet will
Mrs:!Gloria! Jenkins visited. be at Stewart •Stadium star-
Mrs. R. D. Key on Wednesday. • fui-jfit 9:30 a.m. :-- -
"There Is a .
Bright side" _ ,' Captain Wendell 'Oury
When we brood upon our Chapter of the Daughters of
troubles and our eyes are the American 'Revolution w
ill
filled with 'tears. honor the high school 
good
Let us - bear in mind the citizens'award 
winners at the
sunshine_ are the blessings of luncheon at the 
Murray
- - ---- ,W-Oman's- -Club-House-at
twelve noon. ..
In case of rain the sales will
Mrs. Robert Bryan in-
troduced the program
presented by Miss Ann
Herron, who reviewed "My
Side" by the eighty-one year
old actress, Ruth Gordon.
Miss Herron told the most
enjoyable story of. Miss
Gordon's autobiography
*which is unique in that the
.events in her long'..struggle to




given Miss Gordon by Tom
Snyder on a recent television
appearance, "poised,. char-.




Miss Gordon, the. daughteig
of a Net,/ England sea captain,
left home at the age of fifteen
with 'much determination to
fulfill her early dreams. She
writes very frankly Zit the
disappointments, the sorrows,
and the satisfactions that have
come to her. Her, first
husband, a thirty year old -
actor, died suddenly of a heart
attack. •
At the age of forty-five she
_married Gerson Kanin, a
director, who is several years
her junior. Their many years
Of happy marriage have seen
their cboperative work in the
theater, as actors,
playwrights, and co-authors-
Her book presents a com-
prehensive portrait of - the
theatrical world in the mid-
twentieth- century,
At the close of the program, •
serie the' stai Ntra- kinVir nervyn. retrish,"•-
Sportaiffin ennmittec °tent& *mom those -in_Apprevisition w*. expressed tendance, other than those
istr of alread y' named, were
members who assisted tft -P""ThiTi"  "Rming,Olga Freeman, Mergan-Sisk,
Hugh Oakley, A. C.
LaFollette, L. J. Hortin, F. A
Stubblefield, Jr., M. P.
Christopher, and Paul Sturm
planning and serving at the
wedding anneraary
reception of Mrs. Henry




Wranglers Riding Club will
- tide at one p.m. at the riclliii
'rink. • ,
_ties husband University. Members_ celebration of their 50th _Arta cc_
wedding anniversary Trom 
nte_r, Murray  Stale -








We'Ve- )44- recaud. ed Waste_new spun; c oiler t unrt,.j  r ta-
ordinate- sportswear. All in•the lightweight polyester popular"colors
in peach apd grey. Wide selection to choose from in w,nmen's sires
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EDITOR LW.
Sex On The Tube
Want a preview of the coming
television season? Well, the
small screen twill .pe loaded
with shows featuringsery well-
--'endovied Young women in scan-
jy-attire gelling into situations
that show off their attributes.
• In other words there's a wave
of sexploitation in our TV-
- viewjng future. As a columnist'
from Los Angeles puts it, the in-
- dustry is readying. -"TV's
TitilationSweetakes."
The • reasons-- the sex '
. shoWt- are simple. Gore and
violence used to be the TV- -
producer's road to riches.- But
recently -Presslire fromrch-
and parent groups took some of




KAVOII/11141111r, righted.W MK Wit/I rAl km the annuth- -L-44••••• ' T, ',TA /DIME...ton. •
-At the-sametime-the industry
noticed the commercial suc-
cess of shows like Charlie's
Angels and Three's Company.
_And.since TV programmers are-
' nothing if not copyca4 call_ _
went out through Hollywood for
actresses with 38-D chests and
masses of blonde hair.
Fortunately, the public and.
especially parents do not have
to put up meekly with anything
the networks want to sell. They
showed their clout getting
egregious violencitoite0tViwn,
and they - can do the same if 
' they find the sexploitation
shows offensive.
In a recent article Margita
White, a member of the
Federal Communications Com-
mission, warned against - ex-
pecting the FCC to "do
something." She accurately •
pointed alt that censorship by
-the commission of program
content is unlawful as well as
undesirable.
However, Ms. White said,
people can let their local
stations know how they 'view
the coming invasion of sex
programs. The. stations don't
have to rim network_programs,
Mesedise is a mervki for senior
• Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve pesblems - fast. If
yeei love a question or a problem not
111111Pumered in these columns, write
Himilllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed en-
velope. The most useful replies Will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE : lam 68 years old and I
am living by mrself. I recently read
something about a benefit called S.S.I.
Can you tell me what this is and who is
eligible for it S T. .
A: Supplemental Security Income
S.S.I. is a federal income main-
tenance program for the aged, blind,
and disabled. To be eligible a person. 
musthe 65 or over, or have vision no
better than 20-200 even with glasses or
have tunnel vision ilimited visual field
of 20 degrees or less), or have a
'physical or mental impairment which
prevents a person from doing any
substantial work and which is expected
to last at least 12 months or result in
death
Another eligibility factor is the
amount of resources a person may
have. A single person can have assets
up to $1,508 and still receive S.S.I. The
amount for a couple is $2,250. Assets
include savings 'accounts, bonds,
jewelry, the cash value of an insurance
policy, and other valuables a person or
couple owns. Personal effects,
household goods, and a car do not cogant •
in most cases. A borne does not count
and the federal government does not
.aak for liens on homes of people who
. there any provision in this for widows?
receive S.S.I.
and they....wonl if they un-
derstand that audiences will, be
tuning in competing shows.
"Unless- I'm sadly
mistaken: Ms. White wrote,-Tr,
do not -believe that-program-
Ming that television executives
casually refer to in a phrase for'
female body parts. will stand a
-chance -if. viewerslet 'their.
-'stations know what they think,
and oversee what their Children
_watch." • _
.l .doing in Washingtals
 with the,
problem with such ealgi-good




The final eligibility standard is a K.J.
person's or roopi.,s income, _The in_ A: Yes, the survivor of a miner who
411.181Labliol lova single person 11017.10 ;
poraeoth and 120e.70 pkv *With fore
couple. lloirever, when determining




The way inphich a church meets and
handles trouble is a good indication of
its real character and strength
Daily the apostles performed
remarkable miracles in the presence of .
the rulers and thepeople. Some greatly_
-admired these men of.Cacid for what
-they . were doing-,--hitt -lifliers were -
crated" because of it. The high
priest- and the Saciducees were filled
_with_  jealousy  la -desperation- they-
decided to take drastic action. So
successful were Peter and John in
preaching about the resurrected Christ,
and in healing the sick, that the jealous
Jewish authorities were unwilling to
permit the apostles to continue their
helpful ministry. The seized them and
imprisoned Mein, and rejoiCesi. greatly
over their supposed victory. . -
"But the angel of the Lord by night
opened •the prison doer and brought
them forth," without the keepers of the
prison knowing what had. been done.
Men cannot keep in prison those whom
the Lord wants liberated. The angel
then commissioned the apostles to
return to . the same place, namely, the
temple where they had .previoutly
preached and healed, and there resiune
the prodamatioo of the gospel of Christ
to. all who wouki listen to them These
One important fact to remember is
that many states supplement the
federal portion of S.S.I. Even if -your
income is over the above arrioUnts, yoe
still may be eligible for benefits if you
live in such a state. Applications and
more details for S.S.I. are available at
any Social Security office.
HEARTLINE': I am 67 years old and I
am still working. I plan to continue to
work for another couple of years - I
am not really sure yet. I know that a
person could have any amount of
earnings after he reaches 'age 72 and
still be able to draw fell Social Security
- benefits. Does the new Social Security.
law_luiVe anything concerning this?
R.A.
A: Yes, the new Social Security law
did have a change in the age at which no
earning requirements applies. It will
reduce the age at which the retirement
test no longer applies from 72 to 70.
However, it will not take effect until
taxable years ending after 1981. '''Tholigh he We're., Son. yet learned .Therefore, this means that anyone who he obedience by the things which he
is 70 years or older during 1982 can have suffered." Hebrews 5:8
unlimited earned income and still draw, Jesus' life was conditioned 1)
.their full Social Security befit. For obedience through suffering, we all
people who do not understand Social should he willing to'-submit 'so ati.
Security. Heartline has a stmplified issues and experiences Of withoti,
book explaining it. To order, send $2.00 muupuring
to: Heartline, P.O. Box 11934, Chicago,
ni. 60611 Please allow 6 weeks for ,—
delivery. Murray LedgeT,& Times
Carter signed the new Black Lung howl.,
HEARTLINE: I saw where President
FtWici..eneiter
Amendment. My husband worked his Etre
ihrray Lodger 14 TImes. Nu,
whole life in the coal mines and he died even aasealaa moat sio,layr.fuly, 4.•51
four years ago. I applied for survivor's r DIV. New Year.. "7:.'"Ailt.rirliZr
benefits, but my claim was rejected. Is murrasNitr- • , cies, Pease, •••




men did . not, behave like escaped
prisoners, but'as men whosework had
been interrupted temporarily.
When the members of the Sanhedrin
AssPmbled in all their pomp and glory
for the trial, and the prisoners were net
present as eiMeeted, OfHtett -Were mill
to the prison to get them. When the
(Wirers, -whon4 the high priest- sent.te -
the jail to have the prisoners brought
before the senate of Israel. arrived at
the prison, they discovered that  _the
prisoners had escaped. . •
Imagine the embarrassment,
chagrinilend perplexity of the robed
members of the court -when






I was glad to see Richard Dreyfuss I practically floated out of his office. .
win the Academy Award for best actor until I reached the cashier at the front
the other night, If you recall he won the desk. "That'll be $57.50," the cashier
..s,pward for his rote opposite Marsha said.
Mason in Neil Simon's "The Goodbye - -"$$7.50!" I ezmisinatid, fumbling kir
Girt- • " -
Why was, I delighted to see hiin win "Dora_knock- it. :These an in-
- the best actor award of•-1077-7 We have-;-•-• --flatianaritimeee"41-ie-seit-'`Do few-
two or three things in common. Neither need a pen. Today's the sixth. Hey....
of us are the tallest guys at the party.- did you know you're turning gray.i.."
Dreyfuss_j_ustpassed  the Big  341 I'm' • - • - -
that apostles whom they had put In
prison, and admen they sought, were
teaching plaid"' in the court of the
temple. Upon learning this, they hid
the- officers to take the apostles '
custedy again and imprison them, tiag,
-"without violence for they feared the
people."
When the apostles were brought
before the Council, the 'high priest ,
charged them with disobeying the order
which they had received not to teach in
the name of Christ. He' asked them;
"Did not we straitly command you thid '
ye should not teach in this name' and,
be,hold, ye have filledJerusalern with
your doctrine, and intend to bring thia_:---
man's blood upon us,"--by- trying to
blame the Jewish leaders for the death
of Christ, Whether the high priest was
making this admission consciously or ,
.unconsciously_it was . very damaging.
The authority of the Jewish leaders was
superseded by that of-the humble
apostles, and that was a contributing
factor to their jealousy of the Lord's
servants.
Courageous Peter and the other
apostles explained their refusal to obey
the Mandate by saying that _they were
not in the world primarily to obeymen,
but rather tb obey God. Convinced that
God was with them, the apostles
refused to be frightened by threats,
stripes, imprisonments; ' or • death.
Every believer in Christ .shoilld obey
God regiffdless of what others may
think, say, or do.' When a Christian is
truly obedient to God, he will be. op-
posed by'the world, and frequently
subjected to persecution, but at ,the
same time he will be-awed-for and
empowered by the Almighty God. What
more can one ask'
Bible Thought
--doeiervied Incoine rstrnirsettanr
A benefits, pensions, worker's com-
pensation, gifts, etc) is not muted.
Also, the first $65 in earned iriXanie
(income from working ) is not counted"
and them only half of the income over •
the first fied is counted.
dgdbefore the data of eiswitate* of Ike -
1917 amendments and has grleast 25'
years in coal Mines prior to June 30.
4971 io to-titsseatified to benefita: unless-
imstslaliebed that,-at the lane of hit )
death, the miner was not partially I
totally -disabled due to pneumon-
crpiosis The survivor has to, upon
request, supply to the Department of
Health. Education and Welfare
whatesr health evidence is available
=ire)
RIPTION 141'611-.-In anus sors-ed
Aarrter., 12 50 per mnnth. payable in advan,••
ily rnakl In all,,wai I ,,nt' and to Renton Jiar
Ign Mayfirld,Sedal.a and Yserntrieton. Ky..
Vary *whom* *TO Itrerjjar4h4
1/41.1te411./ min Grother 11t1SIN 1,4 4 jiff:
year
Metriber iO Ajapriat.d Pre.. Kermaie.
r i*ion set Newspaper euni .ner. e:rc atinn
.Tbeellaaalased Preen se esebasivairestwon •
isipter & with. a all Mbar AP new
ileaiallit pews nriOnlial by The asi,r
l
I .EPHONE PlUtAIRFAK




Niers sell spiel:  ra-of
-
but a few months away from that magic
age. And Dreyfuss is turning grey, So Letters To The-Ecti rki
am I, but I wouldn't admit. until 
recently.
• •
Care night I started to sit down in the
easy chair and there she lay, half-
asleep. "Scat!" shouted. But she
turned and scrowled as if to say, "Get
outa here old dude who's turning gray.
.it on the couch." I thought, "The
nerve-.of-that cat, insinuating that I'm
turning gray. I went to the battroOm
and looked in • the mirror, merely to
confirm the cat was mistaken.
Late' I wheeled up to the drive4n
window at the bank.
-I see you're turning gray," the
cashier said, stamping my deposit.
- ••Humph. I don't think so. The
malady doesn't run in my family."
"Oh.- Yes. It may not run in your
family but you are defintely -turning
'gray. I can tell, even looking through
this window.
' "You Must be mistaken.' The sun
glaring on the window or something."
"No way!" she said, getting slightly
miffed "I can tell when somebody is
getting gray. Do you realize how many
people I see every day? Window or not.
I know hair. I can spot a toupee two car
lengths away. And I can tell when
someone dyes their hair. . . And you
have the nerve to say you're not getting
gray. Get outa here.. . You're not even
getting a sucker!"
Later in the week, I took my car in for
a realignment.
"Hey, I see you're getting gray like
my old man," the young mechanic said,
easing out from under my car on one of
those small wheeled stretchers. •
"Hope. I think you've been un-
derneath that car too long," I retorted.
• 'Hey. Vihadoyansean? I can-tell
when someone is turning gray. And
you're a 'likely candidate;'` the.,
mechanic responded.
"Naw," I said, "I'm Loo young to be
getting gray."
"Okay. Have it your way. That'll be .
_J12.50. . Pops."
'Practically no one failed to See the
couple of gray heirs amid all that
brown.-
'In the drugstore while I Was sear-
ching for toothpaste, a clerk said, "If
you're looking for the hair dye section,
it's two isles over." •
. One kid that I plior basketball with
whispered to- the other, "We'd better
give that gray haired guy a beeak, he
lobks bushed!"
The optemetri stewisecra eked, "Sure
you don't need bifocals"
Finally the pressure built up so that I
made an appointment with the doctor.
"The doctor will be right i the
nurse said as' I hopped on, the
exami nation table.
Two hours later the doctrir walked in,
. 139 tat Me._
-e-xarlifignit TM-young rnarrY---eMi'W-
, now the root 7Tyour problem is the fact •
that you're turning gray, But don't fret
it: Millions ol_people_torn _merit.
year with no appreciable effect on their
 jmalth or r;ierttal outlook. Relax. Be
happy. Accept your gray hair..
ulailt,thanks Doc. I guess I just.
needed Someone confirm. . that I'm





On behalf of the Speech and Theatre
'Dept., the newly organized M.S.1.1.
Forensics Union, and the Committee on
Public Debate, I would like to thank the
Murray Police Dept. for the assistance
they offered with regard to the March
28 Public debate on the legalization of
marijuana.
It is comforting to know that the
community and wilversity service
offered by the Police department is not .
limited to--the traditional upholding of
the law.. The none-traditional social
service- offered on March 28 as well-.
Performed and deeply appreciated.
Sincerely,






Action taken by the 1978 Kentucky
General Assembly to establish a 13-
member Kentucky Cancer Com-
mission, with an annual budget of 81
million, is worthy of praise. The'
assembly passed this legislation"-to
Strengthen and coordinate a statewide
effort .to combat cancer, which is the
second leading killer of Kentuckians.
This is a legislative milestone, iden-
tifying Kentucky as one of the first
states to follow the National Cancer Act
passed by Congress in 1971, and
the'refors should enable Kentucky to
develop its resources_ as a 'regional
cancer center providing high-quality
cancer care, education, and research
programs. Moreover, this legislation
should provide a proper forum for the
planning and coordination of statewide
cancer screening, treatment, public
education, and documentation ac-
tivities by the two university medical
_'centers, 'community hospitals, health
departments, and the medical
societies..
I should like t point out that the
development and enactmentof this new
legislation resulted from the efforts of a
number of concerned citizens and
public officials, particularly Governor
Julian 'Carroll, who supported and
encouraged the plan, and Speaker
William G. Kenton, Who authored and
introduced the bill. Both "Governor
Carroll and Speaker Kenton deserve
our thanks for. taking this first step
6redurn_li.S2Awilb_eliaiwrregye...4Eliency.o and_:
tetra* at -cancer- in-aur- Corn-
monvrealth.
•
Osvid M'.'ernldenberg, Sc.D., M.D.
Executive 'Director,
Ephraim McDowell , Community,
Cancer Network, Inc. '
Lexington. Ky.'
- 10 Years Age-
Technical Sgt. Johnniell. Bleak, an
of Mr. arid Mrs:"Carloi C. Bladt,-hais
received -the, U. S. Air Force Com-
mendation Medal at Little Rock AF-B,
Ark. .
Deaths reliorted include A. N.
Morton, age 52, Mrs, Maude I. Beale,
age 77, and Mrs. Cora Potter.
Members of the Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly) Club won first
place for their scrapbook at the Ken-
tucky convention held at IRxington.
Births reported intrude a' girl, Nance
Lyitn, to Mr. and Mrs. William Smith on
Arid' 3-
Elected as new officers of the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, for 1968-69 were Mesdames
Richard Knight, Olen - Rogers, .ban
McKinney, and -Robert J. McCoart.
. Bryan-Tolley, president, will preside
at the meeting 'of the Senior Wizens
Group of the 'Murray 'and Calloway
County to be held April 9 at the Ellis
Center. . •
20 Ycani Ago
Hoivard Darnell of Ryan Avenue,
Murray, won the Shetland pony which
was given away on April 5 by a number
ortforray-rrner-enarim. -Other- winners
wercBryanFaker, Ann Hopkins, Barry
Cain, Nelson Key, Ted Sykes, and Mrs.
O. R. Lee.
Deaths Teptrite&. include, itilliert
CiutLand, age X. -
The City of Murray isrstaying within
its budget, according to the statement
presented at the Murray City Council
meeting on April 4.
Section chairmen and directors of the
Callowey Comity Safety: Council are
Judge Waylon Rayburn, Si.V. rc.iy,
YandaBWrathef, RiiiOn'''-letrreW. Z.
Carter, Macon Blankenship, Bill
Gunning, Mrs, George Hallanan,
Robert 0. Miller, Verne Kyle, Mrs.'
Fannie Willis, Rudy Hendon, Mrs. Tom
Rowlett, Bill Miller, John Pasco, Mrs.
Louis Kerlick, G. W. Simonds, Mrs.
Ciutisdlays.. anii Roy _
"Bombers B-52" starring Natalie
Wood and Karl Malden is thawing at
the Varsity Theatre. 
30-Years Ago
Paul Gholson, executive secretary Of
-the' Murray Chamber et ,cerr4i-p,erce,
said that the. local organization will
conduct an extensive membership
&iv! during the Chamber of COM-
rnerce Week in Kentucky April 21 to 27.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Rosalee Hargrove, age 82... • .
Roman Prydatkevytch, violinist,
accompanied by C. R. McGavern,
pianist, will be featured at the annual
ladies night of the Murray Rotary Club
on April 8 at the Murray.Woman's Club
House:
Lillian Hollowell, Mattie Trousdale,
Ella Weihing, Lydia Weihing, Grace
Wyatt, and Mrs. A. M.--Wolfsiort of the
Murray Branch of the American
Association of University Women will
attend the 13th biennial conference of
the Southeast Central Region of AAUW
at Memphis, Tn., April 16 and 17.
National Stores has tobacco canvas.
Kentucky AA Grade, 12 ft: wide, ad-
vertised at ten cents square yard, and
Kentucky C grade, nine ft. wide, ad-




By The Associated !Praia
Today is Friday, April 7, the 47th day
of 1978. There are 268 days left in the
year.. • -
Today's highlight-irt history:, A
On this date in 1927; the first suc-
cessful long-distance transmission' of
television took place, with the sending
of an image of Secretary of Commerce
Herbert Hoover from Washington to
New York.
On this date:
In 1788, the oldest settlement in Ohio -
Marietta - Was founded.
In 1111111. Cdhgress organized the-
Mississippi Territory.
In 1945, In the Pacific War, American
carrier-based planes sank Japan's
largest battleship, the "Yarruito."
In 1547, the auto pioneer, Henry Ford,.
died at the age of 63.
In 1971, the Communist Chinese
government invited an American table
tennis team to visit China.
In 1976. Chinese Deputy Prime -
Minster Teng Hsiaoping was deposed,
and Hue Kuo-feng named Prine
Minister. •
Terryears ago.. The death toll was put
at 43 and 11 persons, were listed as
Missing after an explosion and fire thee:-
destroyed two blocks in downtown
faChmond,
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon sent General Alexander Haig to
Indochina to assets the deteeiorating
military situation.
yii's 'iert-Taftattlit
Prime banister, Yitzhak Rabin,
drew is a- candidate for the prime,.
MiniktershiP ariiid -i.ifiaTpute  over his _
Today's birthday: • Actor lassies
Garner is 50 years old.
Thought for today: It takes all sorts
Of people to make a -World - Douglas
Jerrold, English playwright anda
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RACER ASSISTANT - Dino Paparella is one of the new
assistant football coaches at Murray State. Pi:paretic is the ef-
fensice line coach. last season, lisceseited at ISU. -
-
Chris Leranarditkes to play under pressure. - ' •
For the second time in a -week, Leonard was involved in a
deciding match-And for the second time, he came aka "Actually Om aren't
-ner as-the MiirraY State" tennis teani won a 54 cieCision,cnrar.• -itiPpitiatLta-• be able ..to hY
the University of Louisville Thursday. because their body is so Snail
With the victory, Coach Bennie Purcell's Racers go to 11-4 and their wings are so large,
ort-the ROW yalhey dllt-s1WweighTOT
"At Indiana State last week, Leonard decided the outcome the heart that counts,"
of the match with a win in the singles and this time, it was he Paparella added. ' •
and Jeff Leeper in the ciamber three doubles match," Purcell Dino Paparella has heart.
said. He grew up in the rough
Actually, it took a long time to decide who would win section of Endicott where his
because it took a long time to play. The match started out- father worked for Endicott-
doors.but rain fell and at approximately 1:30 the meet Johnson Shoes. ,
was moved to an Indoor tennis complex,- "He'd go to work around
three in the 'morning and get
We had to keep switching courts and using any open court Off about noon. He pulled hides
since it was a dish. By the time we finally finished playing, it for about 40 years.
was 9:30 p.m.," Purcell added. • Ever since I can. remember,
All the matches were over and it was tied at 4-4 when the I've been connected with
play started at the number three doubles between Leonard-  football. My  _pargrtia_gattle
Leeper and the Louisville duo of Dan Lucas and Wayne from the old country (Italy)
Putlack. • and weren't that interested
Lucas-Putlack wdn the first set ,b-3 but Leonard-Leeper but my two .older brothers
bounced back with a 6-3 win in the second set then won the instilled football in me."
match with a 6-4 wirrin thethird. One of his brothers played at
"Leeper has been playing the best doubles I've seen him V i Ilanova white the, other
play and Leonard is starting to play well every time out," played football at Colgate.
Purcell said. After a -tough high school
In singles play, Ragnar Felix scored a quite impressive career which found him
win at number one as he defeated Louisville's Kevin Walsh 6- missing most of one season
2 and 6-4. It was the first time in 10 previous matches Walsh because of a shoulder injury
has failed to go three sets. and most of another because
of an appendectomy,
At nuMber two, Jan Soegaard lost in--split sets to John Paparella was recruited by
O'Brien, 6-4, 14 and 3-6. The number three singles found Michigan State.
Leonard scoring animpressive 61;- 6-2 win over Dan Lucas 'I had chronic shoulder
while at four, Roger Berthiaurne battled from a 5-3 deficit in separations in both shoulders
the third set to win 7-5 over Mark Alvarez. Berthialame won and didn't play that much In
the first set 6-4 but fell 14 in the second. college. But I really wanted to
In the number five Singles, Leeper-won 6-4 and 7-6 over remain ia foiStball and when I
Brian McChesney while at six. Tom Lie kiat .3-6, 673 and 2-6 to graduated from Michigan
Wayne Putlack. - State - in 1966, I took a high
In the other doubles matches, Felix-Ilie lost 4-6, 6-7 at one to school coaching job at
Walah-Alvarez while at 'two, Soegaard-Berthiaume lost 6-7 Inkston, Michigan.
and 3-6 to O'Brien-McChensey. "I coached there for a year
The Racers will play an OVC match today at WestertiKen- then_went back to New, York
tucky then will host Austin Pay at 10 a.m. Saturday.. • 1̀1% and toOk. a job at Windsor
SIU-Edwardsville, the top Division Two school in the where we lost just one game in
nation, will play the Racers either in an 8 p.m. Saturday mat- two years. Then I went to
ch or a 9:30 a.m. Sunday match. Vestal where we won the state
BY MIKE BRANDON -i'sampionship /Hid after one either of us became a head we lost. Anytime a game is Bowl that Paparella found out
Ledger & Times Sports Editor' year -there, I went to Elmira coach" switched to daytirne, 1..SU about the possibility of a post
Dino Paparella is a gourmet where I stayed for three " In . -1976, there was ap loses. We hadn't won a road at Murray State.
cook. years'," Paparella said. Opening at Cornell University, game in four years or a "Coach Gottfried called me
He's also hoping to find a In 1973, Paparella decided to which is, close to where. daylight game in five years. just before Christmas and
successful recipe for his of- go for his Masters Degree and Paparella was raised. "We won our second game offered me the job.' I new
fensive line at Murray State so he went back to Michigan In theley League,
State.' 
freshman then in our third game, beat Mike had a challenge here. I'd
University. aren't eligible-for varsity play Rice, 77-0. But then Kentucky known a lot of people whd
Paparella, a 37-year-old "At that tirne, they only had and thus, have to play frosh _ came down and beat us good 'coached in this league and I
native of Ebdicitt,- New Yerk7" one offensive line Coach so hall- Paparella became the, at Baton 'Rogge and:1st-that- -knew they play tough football.
,coaches-the offensive line for
the Racers.
"You got to have chicken to
have chicken salad,"
Paparella said, referring to
his offensive line and not his
gourmet cooking.
"I thought I'd take 4,fresh
look at our linemen viithout
+eatable at last year's film.
We ye done a lot of switching
around and we're going to
keep on switching them in
spring practice in order to
develop them..
'Our kids that have size
don't have speed and our kids
that have speed don't have
size.- When that's a fact, you
have to be excreptionally good
on fundamentals. When an
offensive_  play breaks down,- = 
it's usually because the of-
fensive player ilid not use the
proper technique on blocking.
"You can be a very good
offensive line if you use the
proper technique and
eliminate mistakes. Along
with that, you have to have I
great ...desire for success. We
can accomplish our goals if we
have the guts and fortitude to
_.do it. It's not always the team
with the best ability or in-
dividuals_ that wins. It'a kind
of like a bumble bee. ,
Carroll VW-Audi '"Is !'rooll to anemones tbo addition of Hos
-Masda ors and me s ti Ulf Wit, iiireoillid iiiiWilifiniiiiiii. — - —
they hired me and I had half head freshman coach. His time, 'there were - Some "But I also knew the kind of
the offensive line. I stayed team went 6-1 that season but, rumblings. • coaaizMike Gottfried would be'.
there for two-ST-sirs then went the head coach was fired and "Then we played Alabama and could be, At Murray, I
to Cincinnati in 1975,". Paparella decided to move on. at Baton Rouge. It was sup- would be the total offensive
,
Italian fogid:"" Paparella
laughed. "When I was brought
,up in the early year food was
scarce and we didn't usve
many exotic dishes.
"But when I got in cailege
and got an apartment, I began
to experiment with various
dishes,". Paparella added.
Besides being a great cook,
he's- else a record, collector.
He has lust abOut every rock-
n-roll album recorded bet-
ween 1955 and 1960.
Paparella said. He landed an attractive. job posed to be a night game but line coach' and not just in
. .
It was • at Cincienati- that it Louisiana State University." because of television, it was charge of part of the line. I
Paparella an into Mike "It just happened to be open • switched to a itp.nr-garne and spent a few days here then
Gottfried, also an assistant at the right time. Called down we lost. ..- went back for the Sun Bowl,"
coach. -Playing for the there in June of last year and • '"'We did win 'Pile finally on Papar,ella-aeided: - ' • ,
Bearcats waNtbulLof a young- -they 'flew me down for an -the -road-misfit-1 daylight, Wi---After the Sun Beiejle -
fellow named Tommie inter.view. and I got the - were playing Ole, Miss in to Murray for the snow and
Ligging. Of course Gottfried is position. Jackson and were down 21-0 famous winter of '78.
now the head coach alEdiuraY_ _ "To stag tem,h, bsty-wos -cinne'bitic and won:that-. Parraretta and-tits -
State and Lifligins is the'weight- yannit l9ot ball team last yeaS..tyane.----We----eneled up 114---M-Susan-, havele-son;
coach and also works with the
backs.
"Mike and I got to be really •
close while I was at Cincinnati
and we talked a little about
working together sometime if
I was in charge of coaching - regular season and were in- Robbie. _
the centers and guards. !SU vited to ,the Sun - Bowl," Every now and then Pop
isn't a particularly good teeth ---Paparella added. . Paparella, when he- can find
on the-read-or in day games; LS11--imit-2&14-irthe---Sen the spare time; Puts clown the
"Se our first game was at-- -BowL--............ -----oothall.and picks up the pans.
Indiana in the afternoon and' Italian has to eat
-, GENERAL
LOS ALTOS, Calif. —
Houston McTear, the sprinter
who was undefeated in eight
winter races, has been named
outstanding athlete of the past
indoor track seaskin by Track
'&FieldIsrewa magazine,. '
MeTear set' world records
five times during the indoor
seasdn. One of the new
standards aoaa a- time-of 
secnnd'i over 60 yards in the
AAU championship meet.
REPLACEMENT AIR FILTERS are
designed for maximum air flow and
filtration Choose from many popu-
lar sizes.
SINGLE OIL FILTERS help keep
your oil cleaner and your car running
smoother. Many popular sizes to
select from.
88.._
OIL TREATMENT is an additive for
all vehicles. Impeoves qualities of oil
to make engine run smoother. 15-
fluid ounces
CARBURETOR SPRAY cleans
chokes, PCV valves and sprays
away varnish and gum. 11-ounces
(net weight)
8-0Z. GAS TREATMENT helps
keep carburetors dean, fights rust
in fuel system and removes water
from gas tank and line
DOUBLE OIL FILTERS - "The Save/
Bullet" Provides better protection
because its a filter within a filter
Popular sizes
12-0Z. GAS TREATMENT improv-
es the cleaning power of gasoline,
leaded and unleaded Won't harm
catalytic converters
10W-20W-50 MOTOR OIL provides
protection for 15.000 miles and its
recommended for year round use in
cars of all ages Quart size cans.
88'
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John Hina- said a cetipfe of Invitational a Week ago, a
' Weeks ago that his Murray meet recocsitwas set at 5-2 so
_ High track team and Fulton Alexandee-tqui+develop into
City would be pretty evenly a great •lagh Iiimper .bef are
matched, - . her career is over.
• He wasn't kidding. Murray will be idle until
The two teams both April 20th when &Wand and
amassed 70 points and Calloway visit the Tiger track
.fgashedin a tie for first place, for another boy.0 and girls'
at a triangular meet held triangular tweet. -
Thursday at Murray High. In Meanwhile, Calloway
..,third place was Calloway County will 'run in Stewart
,pounty with _30 points. Stadium Monday in a boys'_.
•,. , In the girls' meet, it was ail. and girls' dual meet against
l'elicia Pinner and Rose Ross Marshalirtionty.' .. . ..•- ,_-____isith Calloway County winning - -
'OM place with 801-2 points . ,
!.:while -Murray High had 45'1 •. list2t: 1. Med 0c 3. lkiiii-CC 3.•
. for second and Fulton City iir=t,'Voida511.804amiar• pry
was third with 26 Points- _ likmairCc.'i,111.11111' WI c reedThere were some im- . gra aiam‘Gobaacc444,01_
- press' ve individual • pert •:- tiesgsetor 1.. washoopilli;rodd
- `form/knees turned in during•  L 1121_441,0%14aLamsce.2.411.11111""' away,
-7-the meek. Tim Rose of Fulton Ma Mgr CC LOwilte. to. • .
• City won first place in four wi=ddlkSAZ.N-grir,
events, taking the hi,sh jump, 311bite_. CC:- !Marmit Ems
triple _jump, the low hurdles lianlmffil.'r4. nits.
and the high hurdles. -- -.. .. - •Seasetimisie 
.• Meese% I
Rose won the high hUrdles. in elingli relli*1-1- lemmIT 1,441er. r.Canape. tr.* sad Adana ). L cc.
14.5 while Grettis-Bumphis of 173132 - - - -
. murrarcligh was second in___________ tenor
-
tir and both times were 1 .s: Lauer CC 2.r- -
-outstanding.' nu/illy-anyone- No. --111-76146"141.-. ii4.---  
who breaks-WO will earn- a lump. root Dario& ahOlahao).
trip.Inthe Class A state track - 14:11. 2:11•1'
226-yard dash: 1. Pinner CCL T, Caw
- pkid344,11 BartoaTC 4. BaR11111.111 -
Also looking tough was Ron irrIM:Wi Maw CC I- &MY
-7-Childress of Calloway County:- • maseasy 1. . mow Rem
-.tile won' two events and was Salealla Pinner,- 1 baah-----,- -
quite impressive with his . MT MMUS •
winning heave of 46-6- in the . - : a. new FC 2 Parker4PCIL
. that put. Libeler Fc. 5-1041. .
. lid NEL 1. Mikan CC 2. Swift MI 3.- Grettis Bumph's, also had- a liebtt-ii. put jai 444. , _
good day- as he won the aeo..-- .11.iiedv-1,9161-ee.2.--tasoot-t- 4010-0111V111.111. ---tera-moteet- when feffein Pininrrif-
- yard dash for the Tigers and =Cf. ta=r&a24. bwx, lei. & . His Laker: rya in the sprint rams; Nero, she kits the tops in
-- placed second in the high adwo*cccastionsmR 1214 . theipperisareile. Pinner w41 soon be miming is a prostigousjn-2. Taylor FChurdles behind Rose. 3. BassadOC 4. Ilsiorti KIEL 2344 alladoest hock moot at las Vegas.
•. In the girls' meet, it MIS an 2114614op: 1. Rai* FC2. &derma CC
Pinner and Ross. PinAte:(twan. :- 1 roile-rela4;:urr4aiy4 i B hill.
',..&st place in.the 100, - and ' Dans. Garfield:sad Harcourt i. 2... CC. _
' 440-yard dashes. In the 100- 4,,5. no., 1. wore mg 2_ All, tot
yard dash, Pinner won by 3. Holu12erec4. Biairdic FC. 12 : OS
• ,J3ei li.ixl Z- feet -while in the -J,,,="1 "in a ' 1--3106,r.stiac=
Vityard dash, she won by at sit - •
bog 30 yards and she. also mr.dank,,,,,Iwslimirb"t2initlisti
-in the-quartigrr-
161114111114Also scoring three wins was 1PC.s.14.Miro* dr& I. Polar rc twodt_L
Rose Ross.,-She won the 60- rcs. Orsigliesiliett thrdakdis.. .
yard hurdles, the 110-yard mrswmasegtu c. Rome Fc.2. .. - jths.
• hurdles and the mile-run in a sea 11113. Claude Jaime= WI 4. Darr
• CC, 22.3.great display of strength and !TO birdies : I. Rope FC 2: Boopiii.
versatility. Spada CC 4. Tarpe 31:H. as.- ,
Calloway Won the mile-relay
and . the 880-medley relay
while Murray High's girls won. SWrivillifING
the 440-yard relay and the 880, AUSTIN, Texas - Cynthia-
yard relay. W Godhead , a 14-year-old
,Also impressive was fresh- junior 'high -student, id her
man Totiya Alexander of the second American record. iik-aa.
Tigers. She won the high jump many days in the 200-yaird
with a 4-10i4 and considering freestyle during the qualifying
it's 'still early in -the season, heats at the Amateur Athletic
the height is quite • good. In Union Short •eourse- Swini-
fact, at the Paducah Tilghman- ming Championships.
Free For The Asking!
write
BLE CORRESPONDEIICE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Special Prices
• On The -
To
villkSK FORM;
When you buy a Case garden
tractor you buy a system...
tough attachments to mow,
till, haul, clear snow It
You've-had it with flimsy
machines on your place.
gel on over to our place
and get tough. Come in
for a demonstration.
503 Mid St. - 153-3162
44414*.mat
John Schlee Leading At Masters,
Many Big Names At Even-Par 72
By TOM BRElliINGEN
Associated Press Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) The
string of four birdies that gave
Schlee a one-stroke lead
in the opening round .of the
Masters Tournament started
with a rope. 
Schlee will need more than a
rope to hold back • the
challengers that are within
four strokes of him. The
second round gets undeway
today, at- the sunsoaked irtA.
dblowii-Augusta National GeV Thelead belonged ta Schlee,
Club. •. though, and it started on the
Schlee, a 38-year-old Texan dangerous 12th hole. Many
who left the tour for a country players consider the par-3,
155-yard hole over water the,club job last year, fired a 68
m• ost difficult on the course..
,teistrhursdaling:.as Joe Inman, who, Thirtyfive scores of 
weak. because- he worse• were cecerded at the.
At 69 w bogey or
• 
forgot to bring his seeds-ilia• -Ifble Thursday, including an 8
nuts, bogeyed the 17th hole to by Danny Edwards. Eight
-fallptitf5tiefor ?tilt-At yr--pierferia-bisidied- ineitidint-the top GO money-wining tist
Were Lite Trevino, who is Schlee- ./ until 1971. He won the
experimenting with g hook for And be had .to ustwape. . f • Oper in 1/73; but
this tournament, and Bill "The cant say ut I've --was forced 'Off the tour by a-•
Kraisert. Tom Kite, Who tied hit the wrong club so many beck operation in 1975 and a..
here heat yearwasat- times that -I -deeidedieffind out- -knee-operetten-iii49Rit--
how far the doggone tlijng was
for sure," said Schlee, a self-
proclaimed disciple: of Ben
Hogan. "So last year before
the Masters I took a gallery
rope and stretched it from the
ball washer to the right-
middle of the green.
'It is 155 yards, which is
what they tell you, but doing it
myself made me' feel 'a lot
more confident."
That confidence plus a
strong 7-iron Put him 12 feet
from the hole. He sank that
putt. Then he scored a birdie
by 2-putting the par-5 13th and
sank a 12-footer on 14 and a
six-footer on 15.
Schlee has had his, erratic
career interrupted thee times
by injuries. -
He was the tour's Rookie of
the-Year in 1966, then missed
He tied for eighth at the
Masters last year, but hurt his
thumb and left the tour last
summer to become golf
director at a club -
Brownesville, Texas. An
adjustment in his swing,
suggested by fellow pro Mike
Morley, cured his turnb and he
played in a few tournaments
to tune up for Augusta.
At 72 were Lynn Lot,
Leonard Thompson, Wally
Armstrong, Gene Littler, Don
January, Dave Hill. and Mac
McLendon.
Lee Elder was in the group
at 73. Lou Graham and Ben
Crenshaw were at 75, former
Masters champion Ray Floyd
at 76, and Johnny Miller at 77.
71 along with Jerry McGee
and Steve Melnyk.
.Many of the mosttiangerous
shot-makers in the 10-man
field were at even par. Jack
Nicklaus, 'Tom Weiskopf,
Gary Player, Hubert Green
and Jerry Pate were among
the 12 players at 72. And at 1
over par were defending
champion Tom Watson, four-
time Masters champitn
Arnold Palmer and Hale
Irwin,
TIGHS IN FRONT - Grettis Bernphis (right) took first piece in the 440-yard desh sad teem-
rnato-Grog Garfield (left) finished in a dose second. Murray High top run their next meet ill
2001•  home @Oast Roidland end Calloway County. •
END OF Mr LiNlr- Rose Ross shows Ow strain and pia It -
takes to rya ti141.11111111. Besides ties mile, she 0130 won first
piece 41 both of Swimming events.
'
NM! -_-_Sttattia_Bompbis_aaes_axar aaa.ai
mod displays Rim form in doing so. No finished
eseend in lin event with sin oicolloat time of 14.6 and was I
tiptoed behind whew Tim Rosa, who is on tie. for side of A.
pietere end out et I% range of tho (Mandist.

















































Leaning into 'a curve or
cruising along. you'll dis-
cover what motorcycling is
111„about aboard the 08-
750F._ Features 4-1n1o,1
haust systern, 736cc 4-stroke






We now have the largest inventory in 15 years. Snow









fin I. Wells Purdom, Jim Kuykendall & Mike Outland
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Warriors Two Wins from
Earning Playoff Berth
By 15/11t1IY,WILNER ._phil Smith, who scored 22
AAIS/Weta "ter points and handed out eight
"This is what we've NM •- assists, including four in a 10-0waiting for, said Golden Golden State tear in the thirdState - Warrior star Rick-- period.
Barry, "to be in i position to- The Blazers still are without
win two games and be in the center- Bill Walton and
playoffs. forwards Bob Gross and Lloyd
_ The Warriors manuevered Nell. Johnny Davis scored 21
themselves into that position paints for Portland.
when they defeated the, In other NBA gaiiiiii New
Portland Trail Blazers 115-96 - York outlasted Detroit 129425
Thursday night' The. vi°41r- Y. in overtime, San Antonio
coupled with Cleveland's 11-:topped Kansas City 123-116,'
105 defeat 4 Milwaukee, • Denver beat Phoenix 111-105
Moved the Warriors into a tie and Washington . defeated
with the Bucks for the final Boston 112-103 in a game at
playoff berth in the National Providence, R.I.
Basketball Association's Cavaliers 117, Bucks 105
Western Conference. Golden Cleveland remained Ued
State plays a home-andhome with New York for the kurth
series with Seattle this hest _record in the,astern
weekend " while Milwaukee conference by, " for the
,werc:-;
hosts San Antonio tonight And •  seventh time 
th
eight games.
- visitsltoston Saturday. Jim Chones scored 27 points
_Bor6r hod_29, points but ths.......sad Camiy-Iiimaell had II
'>WarThra hero Thursday was his 2o pointsia the second halt
., for the -----
' Cavs. 129, Maims 125, OT
- ' - The Knicks tied. a club
----record- with-40-aidetn,-
:Beard handing out nine and












Detroit rallied from a 14:Point lAWITIIYABNIAA01 — Te Akier ef Mornay-Ames the beret 4-151/4 to win first pings
fourth-derift deficit to tie the in th• high leap. Alexander also started on the Tiger giriV- Isiorthell team and was ironed to
gme on Elk Ifloney'll lt1m9 the first ItefierrAll-Tovriternant Team " 
: shot with 24 seconds
- remaining. Lonnie Shelton
scored six points- In overtime
for the Knicks, who were led in
scoring by Bob McAdoo with , • -
36 Pc'ints' IttineY firaabed with  Reds TakeiVild 11-4 Opener
San Antonio scored 411x4rits $y KEN n4rOoPORT • the heels of. a dismal- 8Prinfl. shutout innings before tiring
in the final period to blow -Vast AP 'Vets Writer training performance during in the ninth. The rein (ways
—.Kansas City. It was the Spurs 'A tiothe run, two doubles . which the two-time Most totaled one hour and 42
52nd victory and 31st triumph and five RBI. How's that for Valuable Player could only minutes-and by the third one,
at home, both club records. „.openers? manage three hits in 35 ark- the sellout crowd of 52,378 was
- Nugge6 111, Sans 105 -f "Everything just fell in pea ra aCes. He said he noticeably thinned.
Denver tied Phoenix for the . place," said Joe Morgan after regained his eye shortly Right-hander Roger
Second best recood in the his hitting spr.ee led Abe _before ..iathe__ Erickson, making his first big
Craig Rogers scattered four
hits as -the Calloway County
Lakers picked up their first
baseball win of the season
Thursday afternoon with a 3-2
decision over Trigg County.
The game waE played at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park, which is serving as the
home field for the Lakers this--
season. •
- Rogers and Trigg County's
Todd Cain locked horns in a
pitcher's duel. Both pitchers
struck out 12 batters and
strangely enough, both walked
eight batters.
Trigg County came into the
contest with 'a 2-1 record,
having defeated Hopkinsville
and Caldwell County.
The Wildcats scored a single
  run iA-tbe top of the first_ After
two were out, Rogers hit a
wild streak and walked Ernie
Baiter then gave up a single to
Tim Roscoe. Mike Taylor then
drew a Walk to load the bases.
Trigg's Tim Jackson walked
to :force in a run before- Tic
Western Conference with its Cincinnati Reds to' a wild 114 batting cage. . .„ ,•--; . • leagtie appearance, limited
victory, keyed by David victory . over the Houston "I took LO swings and I knew Seattle' to five singles in 61-3
v peon's 28 points and Dan Astros on the opening day of itsvas there," Morgan- noted. ' innings and Rai Smalley and
Ps -27-- -The 'SIntsc—wh°---th"stk'nef League bas̀ ball The-11.113" 
piny duFirig the—Willie NOrwood each drove in
. trailed all- the way, were led season Thursday. • ' rain-plagued game came in two tuns to lead Mirmesota. -- by Walter Davis' 29 points and -The--high-powered '-per —the • seventh inning, long after - 
Over ale mariners. •
\\ Paul Westphal's z 8. • formance by the Cincinnati Aesveg,and Richard had been The 21-year-old Erickson, a
\Bullets 112, Celtics 103 , second baseman highlighted knocked from the box. The nonroster player in the Twins'
—Nvin Hayes scored 16 of his the traditional_ 141, opener at Astros pulled off the play camp this spring, was relieved21 points in the second half for RiVerfrotit Stadium that also when DanDreissen struck out T Johnson in the seventh
Monday —WI-Att Reidland  
LaMar, a 5-10 center, Tuesday' -to jam the base-paths.




- 2 1 1
Most Big.  .  1.
2 4 I -
1Edosrdsolo 1 0 .4 %
111110,41  I It
C. Rogerso ' 3. I 11
The Murray State women's
track team will be hod to 12 wwcaoy is as a
teams at the Murray State
Invitational Saturday K-Faf
Stewart Stadium.
Fteliminaries crif the meet
Will begin at 9:36-1LM4- firld -
events at .11:30 a.m., and the
finals in track events at 1 p.m.
Teams participating will be
Southwest Missouri, South-
the Bullets, who allowed included a triple play -by the • as- Morgan and George Foster Johnson wild-pitched, western of Memphis, East
Boston to rut a 20-point deficit. Astros, three rain delaYs and were both cut .- &trn at- a ran in Seattle  two- Tennessee, Memphis State,
to four late in the game. an early knockout of Reds tempting to execute a &able -tally, then gave up a home Murray, Kentucky, WesternBoston's ErMe DiGregorio pitchimace Tom Seaver. _eteaL... •  0,40.4tuppeft,._ Jones in the Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky,
scored "24 • points, n in the "I lot of things corre-ct "I never realized it was a
second half. today," Morgan understated triple play," • said H00.920P 
before nailing down the Indiana State, Southern
after slamming a first-inning shortstop Roger Metzger. 1 -
The ̀I'vn lost 3-2 toTENNIS '\ solo homer off J.R. Richard, a "This is my third triple play ia ns,,who
SALT LAKE CITY — lit two-run double in a five-run the majors, but ti6 was my the Mariners in the major
Jean King and Martin \ fifth wad a two-run double in strangest." league opener Wednesday
Navratilova beat Betty Stove Vie seventh. In the only other action in night, took a 1-0, lead in the
and Evonne Goolagong 4-6, 6- organ's big day came on the major leagues Thursday, first mrang on Smalley 's home
3,6-4 to move into the finals of night, the Minnegote Twitis run. .They added three more
—the $180,000 BridgestoneLaI Baseball
Sprure-Up eckis decorsting eitodsment to yotr walla snd woodwork' Over
1600.wsehable, wonderful colors to Choose from P1cit up big seism on pain-
ting sundries ton. from oar Sprutosi2;ree of Values.' Rollers, brushes,
edgers ell st apringtinistarrtfIc
Spruce-Up Acrylic Flat WaH Paint
104 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 753 3 111
tournament for immen. Ass6ciation 
Man American League game.
round contest, Australians Picks Officers at Milwaukee and Toronto atKerry Reid and Wendy Detroit. -.
Turnbull downed Kristien The Murray Baaeball - Morgan ignited a Cincinnati
Shaw and Janet Newberry fa3, Assoeiation held - - its. comeback after Houston
7-5. organisational Meet tag- ---Altaggered Seaver for five runs
"- Thursday night and elected, in four innings. Trailing 5-2 In
- officers for the coming season. the fifth, the Reds tagged
• Ron McAlister was chosen Richard for five straight hits,
as the president for the three of them doubles, and
/baseball association. Also, took 4,7,5 lead. They added
league, presidents were _ two runitaCh in the sixth and
chosen. ' , seventh, wIth Morgan belting
The presidency of the T-Ball the hit that . drove in the
League, for youngsters age. eventual winning runs.
five and. ain, A presently , Dale Murray turned in a fine
vacant.' Jerry Grogan is relief performance (or tan-
' , president of the Park League cinnatL pitching three *strong
(741; Jibuny Nix is president'
of the Kentucky League (a,
10); Bill Glavin is president of
the Little League ( 11-12 ); T. C.
Hargrove is the president in
the Pony League (13-14) and
Wayne Wilson is the Colt
League, (15-16) president.
Anyone interested in Ser-
ving as the president of the 1-•••
Ball league or in being the
secretary-treasurer for the
MBA should contact
McAlister at 753-3033 or 74- .
9655.
 match,
edged the Seattle Mariners 5-4 ruh5 In the second on N"'
World Championshlp Doubles
Rain postponed two American Smalley's RBI single. Rod
In ,the first  a first- League openers — Etaltimare Carew's_ RBI single an the
ninth provided the Twins with
their fifth and eventual
winning run.
"Eyen though it was my
first game, I wasn't too tight,"
said Erickson ''I didn't feel at
all nervous. I didn't throw as
well as I should have — I was
getting behind too many
batters. I usually' try to get a
strike on the first pitch and go
from there. I wasn't used to
the mound. It drops off a little
more than the one I'm useato.
Maybe that's why my control





scorekeepers for any of the
leagues should contact the
president of the particular
league in which they are in-
terested in working_
PICKENS
-- Ras Just Resolved
.A Truckload of Attractive Lighting Fixtures
Contemporary-Early American and
Old Fashioned Barker Shop Fans
_
wood's two-run double and
SMOOTH HANDOFF 8Tadlay Was lipids off to Koons
• 
Artie us the ISO yord rPlaY • The Tivoli easily woo tio.
event hi ik dare of 1:40. wenn, finished ina tie for first with
. harm orris triessiolor moos
Illinois, Southeast Missouri,
Austin Peay, and Illinois
State.
After Scott Barrow went
down on strikes _for the first
out, Ricky Garland walked to
force in a run and tie the
game. The next man up,
freshman Tim McAlister,
bounced to second and the
throw went to the plate.
Rogers Slid in under the tag
-and was safe, giving the
-Lakers a -2-1 before 'Cain
-settled down to retire the rest
of the side in- order,
. Calloway County made it a
3-1 lead with a run in the third
as Garland unloaded ' a
ground-rule double then after
a walk to McAlister and error
on 'a grounder hit by Randy
McCaillon loaded the basest,.
• the 14kers scored:SASS- Kelly
• White hit a bounair third.
• - 
- La*. RaCtIS
"Craig Rogeri'did a super-
Sign pair Of job of throwing," Laker coact)
The Trigg County third
baseman stepped on the bag
for the second out but White
beat the throw to first to
prevent an inning-ending
twinkilling, enabling the in-
surance run to cross the plate.
Both pitchers fired blanks
the rest of the way until when
with two out in the top of the
seventh, Greg Finley walked
for Trigg County' and stole
second. Erhie Baker followed
with a run-scoring single and
the Lakers led only 3-2.
After a walk to TinkFloscoe,
Baker stole third lab -the
Wildcats had the tying run just
90 feet from the plate: Baker
tried to steal home and asal__,!.
caught in • a rundown and
finally tagged out by Ricky




Allen grounded to short to end
Dr. Jean Smith, coach of the
mental errors ad we'r'e
The Lakers bounced back women's basketball team at
rainnsd iin-thelit MIeae dt-ia."hlf of-*6-the announced the signing on two
Murray State University, has PlaYing good_:....dalitimf --
Stonecipher added. .- - _-.,' 
first as Cain also struggled prep players, Lisa Darlene The Lakers, now 1-3 on the .
drew walks then Kenneth Owensboro Senior, to Murray
LaMar of Hancock County and todaseasoyna,t pmarshallidy  4—pco:mun.tygethmtenwith his control. James
Bynum and Dannyjiagers Jeanette C. Rowan of will play at Fulton County :




Simmons figures her Racers
strongest competition will




Florida State, will not defend
its title. Murray last won the
meet in 1975. , '
Among Murray's' top per-
formers are Cheyr1 Glore who
will long jump and run the 400
meters, Cindy Fat/SSC-who
will high jump, and the 880
Medley relay.
F'erhaps the top performer
in the meet is Wanda Hooker
of Memphintate who placed
third in both the 100 and 200
meters in the Junior Olympics
last year.
grants.
rebounds last season. She
scored 60 points in one game
and only played three quar-
ters. She was named to all--
district and all-regional teams
each of the four years she
played at Hancock County and
was the 'Most Valuable-
Player" In the region last
season.
R °Ivan.;  7fOriTitir 
averaged 14 OInts -and 15
rebounds a game. She was
- named alr-dlettict itt 1976 and
1978, all-regional and all-city
in 1978, and to the Ohio County
all-tournament team in 1977
and 1978.
Coach Smith said LaMar's
scoring and rebounding should
be of immediate help to the
Racers next year and that
Rowan is solid fundamentally
and has the quickness, the
defense, and the ball handling
to enable her to play either
forward or guard.
Joe Stonecipher said  
"We're riot hitting as well as
I want us to yet but we have
managed to erase a lot of
BOWLING - •  
WINDSOR LOCKS, Conn.
Mark Roth climbed from ninth
place into the- lead after four




Can't Resist This Moodie*. Lurel --
-
HILDEBRANDT'S
• na gl ess
'The Fisherman's Bait in trohlt and 41.!
- That Ashermen BUY. tbLJ 
1/61/4
1 /3. 1/2 %
OZ weights.
•
At Tackle Stores Everywhere! ;
HILDEBRANDT Femoo• for Spinners
Jim Yates
Waverly, Tenn.
In A Soul-Stirring Series of
Gospel Meetings
April 9-14, 1978
Sunday: Classes 10 a.m. - Worship 11 a.m.
ServiCes-Sunday Night Thru
Friday Night At 7:30
Soros tender- Jim Mort From Memo,
last of Murray on ON Pottortowe Rissid,Nwy. ?SO
Triospertseies Calk 72611424 to 431-1331 er 713-4661
Is Defwessiun?-16101-4----.7-aion may -appear----ralatix;aly--
. mild; this does not by any
• means exclude the possibility
C -Of a suicide attempt. Some--
s more moder-
ate forms of depression
Keeping the depr•,-x*4-1 per-
1Imr"husY and actì e -nf te4
times seemingly mild depres-
sion hits much deeper roots.
...— If depressed 
  
feelings linger
-11 beyond what seems reasonable
likaa Depression tends* r
  OM on Itself
*pressed person becomes 
and normal, and if there
_ A mnder'14e'v seem& nu- apparent reason-for
a 15erslitent feelin4 of .unhap-
Let's Stay Well
Arthritis Flare-Up
From Medicine For Hypertension?
By FJ Blasingarne, MD'
' ci• •
. . 0. Mr. B. K. Arintcs that pressure is hydrocblerothi-
he was found to have high aside. It may 131011old underbleed pressure several a trade name; such as
months . ago and - was 'Hydrogiarg, antt•hatips to
started on regular doses of . reduce the fluid Volume of
medicine to reduce his the blood. This medication
pressure. He says that he also elevates the levels of
thinks he is taking 'a thia- uric acid in the blood and
side.' LAtely, he has had sometimes helps to . bring
an increase in symptoms on the symptoms of gout.
from' a -mild case of While this may not be
'arthritis, and he wants to true in your cane,., the flare-. know if its worsening could iiii. in yourvrthritisi _needs
--lie-itii-e-- tii his ikeod $1-Pk to be brought to theatten-
sure medicine. - . tion of..yokir physician. Al-
p1 the most widely though Hydrochlorpthia-,
prescribed and ,effective side is an excellent. rnedi-
medicties for high blood • cine it may be the cause of
I 




-- ' Other Medicines are avail-
able for controlling high: _ NOSP1TIL NEWS
. 
blood
pAres4tirePPY. Nay- -93S9-78 
. 




PAGE II Tilt MURRAY,Ay., MOIR nuts, Friday, 11/78
INTERNATIONAL DAY - Atter a iblidielf thffelent
countries, the sixth grade class at Southwest Calloway
Elementary School observed an International .food
Day. Pictured, left to pight, are, front row, left Dowdy.
Damn Waseln, Mark Wilkerson, Grv Douglas, Greg




a health columete from the
Ncohol.-On41-Abuso, and Mental tiealiti A-el-ministration
U.S. Department-0 Health, Educattcfn. and wetrare 
Friends and family members
lin do a great deal id reli—ufferers of the 
-
spathettc- and inactive and, as pmess and gloom, professional
a result of the inactivity, be- help should be sought
comes more depressed, more _. Nor is it true, as man!.
withdrawn. - even more In- _people believe, that a 
person
actie. and the sicious circle who--talks about suicide will
grows. -A depressed person _ nott__atteinot it Those sow
Inds it-hard to get organized attempt suicide often appeal'
to-ato.even routine „chores., A. • for help fist b threatening
- -schedble.ef -------
pleasurable activities to. fill • Esen when there is little or
the day cart, help. an danger of suicide, -a physi-.-
Another ant.---olien---Pre-.7----etin should *consulted when
Icribed l/Y PhYSicians,  :----.-Sepressive illness is suspected.
-Change of wentri aletliat .111!._.____Eyeryone has suffered an itiv-
.bost with the bluel.-
from home helps the de- -but this ica very minor,.indi-
pressed person get away from cation of the kind 4:f_ mental
a Situation that maY be getting SCTIOUti depression can
humor her.slown inflict Much can be done to
U friendly: interest and restore the happiness andovell-
efforts to ta,te his or her mind being of the depressed parson
off .1roubles don't seem to " and to relieve his or her fern- -
.cornfort the depressed' person, ily. friends, arid co-svi>rkers of
it is wise tor him or her to the terrible burden imposed by s
. see a doctor. Just talking. with depressive - illnes.s. But it is
' The doctor may help, or the . 'important to discover denies-
doctor may -prescribe a mild sIve illness as, early in its.
antidepressant or reconkmend onset as. possible Modern.
further counseling or psyctio. :. medicine can help, but early
identi flea t iOn prays a large. tberaey part in the effectiveness- of
- The haunting--possibility treatment and the speed ofsuicide must always be taken
into consideration in cases or . 
recovery
lcrtddhn. Though' a depres- ' AmpoRT ,
 -- 7---1.0CAL ECONOMY- -
WICHITA, Kan ' tAP)' - Jacquelina Crittendon, 320
More than $101 milhon't ID- Willovi St., Mayfield, Keith
come is contributed to the local- 
McGinnis, Rt. 2, Murray,economy here by the Wichita
Haley A. Woodruff, Rt. 2,Mid-Continent Akport, says the
Air 'Transport Assoeiation. Benton, Mrs. Inez W.
A study compiled by the assie Harrison, 1317 Vine, Murray,
ciation and the Wichita. Area Karen E. Dale, 604 Elm,
-Chamber of Commerce shows-- MarraY7Richatd F. Costa Jr.,
that airport employees take Box 7561 White Hall, MSU, Ida
home more' than $22 B. Hargraves, Rt. 2, Hazel,
wages. The airlines serving the--Williarn L Thorn, Rt. 1, Alin°,
E OP LE 8 RAMC-
area, along with the airport Thomas J. Riley, Parkview
and its tenants, spend another
Dr., Hamlin, Mrs. Bessie M.
Gore, 110 So. 6th., Murray,reports.
Thage W. Uddberg,107 Blair,
'Murray, Mrs. Clore E. Cain,
Rt. 1, Murray.
' hiewborn Admisidu - 
 0: Mrs. D. p. says that her.
PS _ 10-year-01d -son. has' been
Baby Boy Myers (mother excessively timid. She
- Pam), 1304 Walnut, Iksiton..Diarissnia ..- - -thought his shyness would  .,
• relieved after-he_ Started'Mrs. Debbie Sholar, Route-beg- -.0trig to school, but this1, Hardin, Miss Mark:wit._ ,bas, not ‘beeir the
case. ACrass, 1003 Main, Murray;- friend has suggested theMrs. Tina Smock, Route t; possibility of getting him aMurray_,_ Jeffrey Davidson,. 
L.ynnville, Miss Yvonne - 




  Wm' NO.
Courtesy
usseasIllrf. $27.96 million locally, the study
Mrs:-Geneva Feltner, Route 2,
Miiroay, Kenneth Hudson, 420
Jones St., Paris, Thomas
Hodges, 828 South 4th,
Murray,- Miss -Regina
-Stephert-A__Ri7leXt.
Murray, Miss Chriiiti Smith,
Route 8, Murray, Mrs. Velda
Bucy, Route 2, Hazel, MM..
Haughtie Byars, 513-South 8th,
--Murray„ Hugh Waldrop, 1701:
'W. Olive,. Murray, Ftobert
Etherton, Box 342, Murray,
Thomas Day* Box 119
Sobtra, Jewett., IMO -1-
Johneott•BlVd., Murray, Mrs.
Connie.--liardin, 202 L. P.
Miller,' Murray, Mrs. Lora
JAMS, Route 2, Kirksey, Mrs.
Ann Mccann, 721 Riley Ct.,
--Miirray, Mrs. Emma M.
Blagg.(etpir, Calvert City
Cony. Center, 'Calvert City.





"Service leift Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A








Baby Bey Hicks, Cindy),1 
Rt. 3, Murray,
r Dismissals
Christopher L. Deboe, 1204
College Cts., Murray, Stephen
J. Williams, 1702 College Fm.
Rd., Murray, Gerald. R.
Borho; 1308 ád Ave. West,
Devil's Lake, North Dakota,
Miss Jade M. Coker, 100
Williarhs A3dtzray, Mrs.
• A-table of chords found in the
"Syntaxis Mathematica," also
known as the "Almagest" 
th
:(,------
Claudius Ptolemy, is e fi 
mathematical table in the mod-
em sense. Dating from the
middle of the second century
A.D.. this table provides the
values of a circle's chords at
intervals of one-half degree to
within six places of approxima-
tkon.
puppy as a companion to
see if it will be helpful.
A: Your friend may have
made a wise suggestion; a
puppy should be tried. You
and your husband,,, may
have to care for thelpuppy
at first, but let it be known
from the start that the dog
belongs to your son. Grad-
ually give him the total
responsibiliq: as soon as he
- can aSSLIMe It. ,
Puppis are not competi-
tive With their masters,
and - they are attentive.
Also, dogs are, often affec-
tionate if properly trained
and handled..,,These reac-
tions are usually helpful in
bringing out similar re-
sponses from - whoever
cares brew pet.
- If-your sonlá regularly
under the care of a physi-
cian, you might ask his •
opinion. He may not know
the severity of the shyness
prdblem, and ht may not'
have considered the use of
a-oct.
It is wise to see that the
dog, even an ordinary
xiJrized polyee-ler and' Cal-
- cuttkpants in aksorted styles
with ndifetty trims, Pockets.
Fashion colors. Sizes 5-13.
mash-'
7 •
pooch, is in good- health'
and free of parasites by -
having him checked by
veterinarian.
• Jos Smith's has CB-Equipment
trice These
BEARCAT "210" $261995










Sturdy .10-oz. sanforized 4.
-.denim with contreet stitch.:-











Imitattoh leather uppers with fully cushioned
nersole. Latest 2-tone sandwich wedge of crepe-
' type material. Sizes to 10. 
• OUR RUG.
Sat. 46111 terir"trtaPkille
14 Sundays Isms stFre:611:71::'' 7631777
0••••
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MSU Student Competing In, Mountain Laurel Fest
Jayne Gtirzynaki of
Riverside, 111„ a sophomore. gt.
Murray ,Stateyniversityr-will
upresent the campus in
competing. for the title ,of
queen of the •Qid annual-
Mountain Laurel Festival in
Pineville May 25-28.
, She was chosen from a field
of six !nudists who were rated
en appearance, sincerity,
personality, poise, and
Cooperativeness - the same
qualities .an which each queen
candidate will be judged
during the festival.
An elementary education
major, she is a 5-4 blue-eyed
- blonde. Her parents are Mr.--
and Mrs. Richard-8urzyniki.
Miss Gurzynski was




was her reaction_ to her'
selection. "Really, I ,,didn't
:thiniLlhail,much cite chance _
of 'winning. Now I'M looking
foritard to going to the festival
and repassenting Murray
State the best I can." Delta and Gamma -Beta Phi
_ Miss Gurzynski is an honor • •honor societies' and Alpha
Delta Pi sorority, as well as a
little sister ot Alpha Tau
Omega social fraternity.
The other finalists in the
Jayne Gurzynski•
student wtio has been on the
Deaa's_List each semester at._.
Murray 'State. She is a - r
mernbef--0/ Alpha Lambda  
Yow-laivitual
FOR SATURDAY, AFR11.11, 1478
. _
Whit kind of day will through thoughtlessness. At-
tomorrow be? To find out whit tend. to au affairs in a quiet,
the gars say' read the fore
cast dispaelonate manner. Per-
_glean for Your birth Sigh- _......aaaaj twaships should prove
'))ARMS
(Mar. 21 to Apr... 20) 414.i: CAPIUMRN
Slow down to 'gather tames (Dec- 22 tc"an- 2°)
moire compactly, to conduct
TATIRUS•- - (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
.iApr. 21 to Map 21) f $:k4t, ••• Your public relations ac.
Not mil& Planetary hell) tented now, with special em-- ,
here, so =111 PracticaBY'leST7.-phasta on responses to your-- • -
own to Try to OlaWial efforts and presentation or_
Iowa= ateaunsate V any ideas. Curb any tendency
areilta•  icon an 111110cous toward Aggrelliveness_ _Win
in that respect. your way' through tact,
CAMEL L 5'x7'
-
Lightweight nylon. Screen window, storm flap.
With nylon tying bag, poles, ropes, stakes.
campus screening were
Kare Atkins, Camden, Term.,
senior; Julie Jones, Frankfort
Karen 






• MODEL MC1-38activities more adroitly. Doe,i Accept its challenge. Especielly
deviate fres rep lanned „ now, when a person in authority
dertakinga ear no good reason, -has already become intrigued.




11-(May 22 to June 21)
You may run into siOnie
complex situations. Aim to
solve matters with as little red
tape and his as possible. And
this rei the ingenious
Gelatine really shines!
CASK= mn,
(June 22 to July 23) 1134C.-0
A conflict between business
and personal affairs may bring
on some tension. You can
counter by isolating the
diplomacy.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A step in the right direction
can be accelerated later when
footing is surer. If you do get a
wrong start, switch tactics or
change pace. You CAN make it!
YOU BORN TODAY are
widowed with tremendoustnner
wirers and a gift of leatgli
achiever of the--
caliber. You have all• the
potentialitiea to lead a very
espentjatentl_gettinuit:vot of stimulatins life. You are
the way. tely determined, sometimes •
ruthless in your effort fo get to
LEO ‘12{40 the .top. Fields in which you(July 24 to Aug. 23) could excel: business, finance,'
Keep emotions under stern art, music, the theater, the law,
mcdr°1- Any tendency to "n Off medicine. Traits to curb: °bob-
the handle" could result in nary and overaggressivenesa.
serious .misunderstandings. Birthdate of: Albert 1, King of
VIRGO the Belgians, World War I hero;
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) n0i)I.. Sonja Hente, world-famed ice-
Needed now: patience in - skater; Jim "Catfish" Hunter,
home and family matters, baseball player.
perseverance in tedious,.
humdrum tasks. Emphasize
your philosophical side. COLLECTORS
LIBRA OF THE YEAR
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) _n - ftICHMOND, Va. ( AP)
You grasp ideas easily, see The • Collectors' -Circle of the
benefits to be gained where-- Virginia Museum has named
others only -note the obstacles. Dr. and Mrs. Hugo D. Weisgall
Use your instincts NOW - and of-New York City as the "Col-
go forward. lectors of the Year." -
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) the couple's collection, which
Many demands will be made spans 30 years, have been
on your time and effort. There placed on display at the mu-
won't be an easy way to handle seem here. The exhibition in-
but, with your optimism, eludes ancient sculptures, Re-
m-40.1101V and Independence of naissance a n d post-Renais-
thought, you'll find YOUR way. sanre European 'paintings,
SAGITTARIUS kr440, European drawings andNov.  23 to Dec. V)poet negate peat fine aorta -bronzes up to the 19th century.
More than 100 objects from
Steven Hampton, 7, ion of Quinton and (.1ma lean
Elampton-.0 IthfIger -
Steadham of Shedd Academy, Mayfield, Ky., help each
other during "Rag It" Day. "Bag r Day Was held March
25 in Land Illehren The lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre





sedior. and Janwin Over-
street, Paducah senior.
Last 'year's Mitreap 'State
_ representative was -Carrnerr
Adams of Valley Staticm.
Miss Gurzynski will be one
of many college coeds from
across Kentucky vying -for the






Reel features high speed retrieve, on/off. anti-
reverse, adfustattlat--dres. Lightweight fi--
berglass rod ha,s -5 chromed stainless steel
wire guides and tip top. ABS plastic reel seat





- • • - •
Festival- has 'grown in-
creasingly ,popular since its
heginning'in 1931 to honor Dr.
-Thomas Walker, pioneer
explorer and surveyor, and to







The Coleman stove gives-
-you efficient, reliable cook-
emits a 100' ctrcle de light •
—for up to 12-heurs.--
A
The colorful and en-
tertatning four-day festival,
w„hich also includes the
crowning of a high school
Mountain Laurel Princess, is
condi-tiled in I .= setting of
spectaculaE.• mountain
scenery.
Coronation of the new queen
MODEL 5285
COOLER
8 t----T1is ag-ctt. cool' has one•piece liner that's
- easy to keep clean, and plastic leak-proof









tyl VALUES Zebco 404 spin-cast reel has noWerful spring-
ar
YOUR. 
' TO 1.44 _, 
loaded drag system. Silent, selective anti-re--
. .....
-.CHOiCE .‘ . verse. Durable ABS covers. Easy-change,.71Ort--
Fun toys for outdo sr play. Includes 3-pc. .reel' ' corrostve .pref tiled 
spool. Reel teamed up with._ ... -
al garden set, tennis set, Olie OctOpus sand Tie , two-piece, light-action Zebco 
4040 high-






Designed to make action figures more fun'





















Stock your tackle box




HOT SHOT or •
GIRLS SWEET PEA
BIKE -. .
3pi.-4rty 20" bikes Asfltli coasler brakes: Higtn.rise
handlebars. The Hot Shot is red with 
yelloW
v'rsPray and cokor coordinated 4i.tIltivY
•.•-•,a),Iiiiimitatilaka4e.-444:141...y_ellow. with - lover grceh.'o-_





by Gov. Julian M. Carroll will
take place on Saturday, May
27, in Laurel CoYe, a natuied
amphitheatre in Pipe
Mountain State Resort Pirk
with a 150-foot sandstone c
as a backdrop and-r





Fiberglass one-pieCe casting rods_with Fuji











For hours -,pf fun in, the sun. Choose--lawn-
mower with sound, dump triick.with trail and








Adjustable seat.,, Real working push button






with SLIDE REG, 59.8
FOui ov,eralt legs. 10'2"-lopbar."Trapeze; 2
eftgstr -51011Ter'lrfli"--trotrefF141PRIffOrtit-
s ride: -7115F rirc7/T6rT.-Etf§jr
Siropptrtg Ctinttrr - -
Equal Opportunity Employer
Limit Nights Reserved 753-8777
*ores Of Free Park ittg















- HOUSE BOAT RENTALS






641 North - 753-2654
Stokes Tractor L
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
indostriai bed Phone 753-1319
Aar Ceselitieniag Neenee-Caseeeerciel 1ii4riperat4ee
Infanta To 11 Years
Itentirlry
6 10 a m 130pm





• 11111/AANO11. MISSIONARY -
11:0 am.Morning W.irsnip
--Evening Worship 4:30 p.m.
- POST SAAST
Mining Worship 10:45a.m.
Evening Worship 7 03p.m
NEST FORE
Mornuic Worship 11:0Ia.m.
 .=1):01ENClinej Ill P.M-
1011..m.goong
affV111111"1111
WENEOPrlit - - -
-111unirgirankup , Auta.m. ••
zpwo'rtirlip





'Ens/ft Wirkap II:45 p.in.
own coma -
limbo lisaithip 11:111/ami.
enadoglIseship _ _ _
R/16 UDEN
Morning Worship 11:11114.44,
Evening Worship 6:15 ph.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship , -11:104m:





• Morning Worship - 11 017
Evening Worship 51Spin. & 6 00 p.m







We bear gnat isiseky skews `Ninatity ei OW.
I. miaow tisseigh Aneirlesn. are the MIMI
alhoggi mat. OM 01144 4144 "Why ail life IN peer ler =may
ul Illa led that ie creedal; mow mare ..easacial
peak:. also to. *oar sirs dos treasse sant
God anakruaasi ire it the spiritual
OMMOOM We. saa lbw Leamaity of ma-
larial IMO& that .aasstavill ow& Ha grassed
ley I! 'simple *imp-0w
forlimmee of da• nIrliti lb. noir st-
. bees *mu.% • rem
Tort God ar thaw mil skimp tio
fa...4 to "many al lib.
Church of Christ
1.11:10p .02.11-ra• _Evening Worship 3,30 Pm. Sunday School
5:15pm. .  
CMOs '945 am
EINIVERSITT - Worship i 10:45 am. Wall*
''' '. - .' RM.-ekes - --114114-In. y -IllialligpieningWeeghtplibinki. ----- . :Span. - - Melting W0r1100 • -131110.M7 rword,ip ,k1ANWS" CIAnt-- •
Evening Services .- S:Np.M., :
- f AIM &AMT. - • ' Bible study _Worship Service 11 a.m.. 1st Sunday
111011111111WarlihiP - ----- 11_,LIBMIL Worship Service 10:4.5 iii11.7.11:3911 SpAkin.. sund.310r10011WarltipylliCar5.00:11". 1 aillia411: 00 a.m. 10.00 a .m 3rd Sunday, Sunday School.
III a.m.
rnokillmohip • cw#P-m- Wed. Worship
. Evenin Worship 
Iu'Oes-rn. 10:00 am., 2nd & 401
5.30 p.m







.---7 Es tlffn 14111MAYMomfaseilonhip





N Y1F1 Worship 5 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 11:34p.m.
INION GPO VI




WENT* & POPLAR , .i.
WitlItim. picli-joup service 10: Slim. 11B1RTY COMBEILAXD
11 00,a m.&111:1111p.m. 1601 am Sunda , ..';.. no.. 10 00 8 In
Wedraidey night Lan LAO p.m
SPILING
1100.a .m.Morning Worship
6 00 pin.Evenutg Worship
SKOND STREET
9.30 hm, morning WorshipIgimagY
- 6
14 45 a.m.
91110111APIIIIT Olga Evening Worship
Berrie, 7:00p.m. FIBENOSINP .
"8 rn Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
- NEVI CONCORD
Morning Service 111:50 a_m_ -


















Worship Service 11 00 a .m tat & 2nd
Sunday., 10.00 am.3rd & 4th, Sunday
Schoo1,10-00 a m 1st k Ind Sunitsy, 11 00
a m 3rd & 4th Sunday
TEMPLE Net 5110*
Worship 10.00a , m
W Service 11:110 am Morning Worship ii on Lin. Chirch School 11411.m6 rilkYlkiseel , 11 00 a in







Pt Ned= 11 a .m
10 a . m
NightlySeretear;-- 4 p.m.
ILASTwo00 leINIOSIMIT !Aran
ggsrangsundillY scah:orini ig 
• lo 00 a in
11.00 a .m
ergislog Worship
liallesday Evening 7.00 p.m
Christian
- • RIOT OMISTIAN
illiordipServices 10.45a.m .3 00p.m
NNW CHItSTIAN FELLOWSNIP
Wird* 10 30 am.
ISSialchool 9 30 a m
Inaing Service 5 00p.m.
MRCP Of JESUS MIST
Of LATER DAY SAINTS
• • ismilagichool IA 45e M
ST. LEO COMM
011.101
=71,1Misslih.m.. 11 a.m., 4 30 p.m.1001.11:00 p.101
431111RW11 SCIENCE
-soma
Form" Ass. sod 17th St , Miagrayiniski








• liiesig not* 10:31 La.
• - IIMINIPWAY 1111WINTOT
Sabbath Mod se losleael..
Sat. 1:111eie.
NORTH PLEASANT GROW
amday School 9-45 am.
Worship Service
OAK GROVE
Sunday School 10.00a m




10:00-- Mies CHAPEL UNITED• PentecoStal • W?"-641
8 4581 10 50 a m
60 
10:00s.
' ALMO HEIGHTS • Worshilt MOO a.m.
7.01 Ilining Worship 11:0a.M.
01111WATEI
MorrungWoralr- 10: 50 a
















Sunday School 10 00 ain
ilirctship Services 11 In a m., 6 00 Oil
••• CAL VARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 10:00
Worship Services 11 CO a us, 7.30 pm
MIST ASSEMBLY
Of GOO
Sunday School 10 00. m
Morning Worship 11 0. Oa m
sunday Evenmg 7 00 p.m
Thurs Nite 7 00 p M
UNITED, 310 !RYAN AVE.
Sunday School • 10 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 OD p m
PEWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday Scheel 10 00 a.m.
Worship Service 11 001 m.
Evening Worship le *p.m
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship 10.00 a m &7 00 p m
Lies & Thurs. 7 00 p m
• COLE'S CA/AMMO
Worship Service 10 00 a m
0111Tilt•NARDIN UNIT1D
Worship Service . 10 00 a m
1st & 2nd Sundays 11 00 a m
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
MT. MORON
Worship Service 10 00 a .m lot Sunday &
11 00 a m ,jrd Sunday Sunday School
11 00 a m, 1st Sunday 1000 am 2nd
& 4th Sunday
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10 00 a.m. 2nd Sunday:
11 00 a m 4th Sunday, Sunday ce41001
nOeMlit. 3r4,& 4th Sunday 11:00

















Sunday School 10 00 a .m







403 Maple Phone 153-1713
West Ky. Rural- Telephone
Glen B. Seers, Geo. Manager
Serr&s, Ceirves, 50bitok Mayiliall, Carlisle 0,61441.• Ay. on
C16. I______
753-4351- or 247-4350 - •
 Big -John's
Home of Ouolity. Economy
8 Selections"
awillays 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Blackford Nouse
Unfinished Furniture
Gifts For All Occasions
Clathei
- 1804 Coldivat!r Ftd. f t21-Bypeaw)-7554110
Dan Boaz - Owner
Flowers For All Occasions







Frt.-24 News - . a.m. o.m.
Oosn hinny
7.53-0303
Joe Todd's Motor Sales
, a. Quality tired Cars
Reasonably Prised
Todd ontilwri Hole
5ö7So 12th . 753-2814
 Cunningham Auto Repair
SuPtli" Motor Sales, Inc.
Morris Refrigeration
Sales S. Service Ports








Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specialfring in Carfish Dinners
We Cofer To Parties






-4%mo 753-3601 • 205 N. 411, It.
WNGI
6:01- Maris













7: 30 - Op. P.
























































































Schedules For The Week Of April 8 - April 14








1:00 - Werid of Sol
2:30- BOIthr1 Tow
4:410- World of Sorts.
5:30- Noweeetch
6:410 - Begs Ilessey
















12:30- Way tt los




*30 - leerier, few
4:00- Mforid if Sec
5:30 -News


























• & Now Teel Yeakeas
6:00- Scams it 6




































6100 - Pane Awe
440- Atop Ile Fee.
epee -
KFVS-12





" .1113133---Walumnisis Irma7sN-SlelleheINS0 abed
9:311 -Ph* Peefilde soma Aceimy
1•48-11oggy MOO
101311-11karl Lei*

















• 121 30--/Ne: beim!
• 140-5W. illetine











































































11:30 - Moe the Press
12:00-Net, Geogrepbc
1:10-Pip Celery




















































flu'..IMO- fen the Nebo'
11:00 -this Is if. •









































MOHAN SCHEDULE Wein U
11JESDAY
rrf la • '
April 10-11 ,
IstDittDAr -NUM






1• • • Altw..m- in
ftdictne•Datat
































1. HSU Economist Az re Betts
2. Representatieali from ICU's Art Department
1. Mayor ifelvin Henley
2. MSU Political ScIdintiat
1. Book. Beat : Arita thirsori
•,z Alston, in Perspective
3. Weekly Shoppin;g Basket
I. • Prank Blodgett discusses televisicri
Friday 1.. Margaret Trevathan vitt/ -1.1.brary Corner
April 14 2. Murray Ministerial Association
Friday, Apr. 7 program we examine the
7 p.m. options -Women and controversies and con-
Work" A Machine ooerptnr A trs-idictions in junior high
ltmnamsker, a career -coon- SCh0015- and lot* $1100
•••
•




-pryer in the schools,' and
serer, a counseling
psychologist, a business
woman, and an attorney talk
about their experiences in the
work place. A large part of the
program focuses on ,the
problems of the "Returning
• - Woman," VW - RS a
homemaker, his been old of
the labor force for manyyears
and is now returning to the job -
market. _
10 p.m. Nightflight_ 91 Four
hours of album oriented rock
- heard Tuesday-Saturday. At
midnight we will 'feature the
_ music of a band from
- Paducah, "Legend."























10:00 - Nappy Days
10130 - Family feed
WOO- Inner Sex















10:30 - Fentily fend .





2:15 - Gemini Hospital
3:00- Edge of Night
330 - M-Th MGM
Theatre











1: 25- Scene Today
11;30- Today
9:00- Deletes









3;30 - Mickey Mouse
1:00- fiefrIef









7:30 - Mernings on 5
0:00-Capt. Kangaroo
9:00 -Tattletales
9,30 - Price is Right
10,30-Love of Life.
11 :gs7- The Restless
11:30- Swerch for Tour.
12:00- Tell the Trorth
12:30- The World Turns
1,30 - Guiding Light
2,30 - AN in the family
3:00- Monsters
3• 30 - GiNigen
4:00 =Taws, Pyle
































. 9:00 - Tettleteles








1:30 - Guiding Light
2:30-1a the heir
3:00- Mitch Game '77
3.30- Hilibillies
4:00-little Mescals
4:30 - Andy Griffith
5:00 - Telt the Truth
5:30 - News
6:00-News






















7:00 - Utile Neese








7:30 - May l'w leE
MTA *ST II























6- 31 - Teeth or Coes.
7•041- Mow Days
7:31- Unwise A NW*





























































Saturday, Apr. 1- • -
5 p.m. MUSIC& EsCameia




Ligeti and Mozart. Per-
forming will be the Arioso
Woodwind Quintet of the U.S.
withpianist David Golub.
7 p.m. Earplay "Murder
Perapy" A psychological
ttriller about a man who feels
°repelled to commit a
murder against his awn
revulsion at the thought of the
critne.
Sunday, Apr. 9
2:15 p.m. Guitar Notebook
Brazilian guitarist Segio
Abreu, who with his brother
Edward° forms one of the
outstanding guitar duos,
speaks about the differences
between-giving solo recital
and duo playing. Recordings
illustrate the results when the
resources -of a single guitar
are doubled to form the guitar
duo.
7:10-Churl. Oreeni- 1;30 p.m. JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
7130-24,, I'm Mock lineup consists of Jazz
,ROVIsited- followed by Jazz
Alive at 9:(1). We then present
contemporary jazz at 10:30 on
Jazz Horizons with an artist
feature at 12:00.
Monday, Apr. 10
7 a.m. "FM In The A.M."
-.-- Our new morning wake-up
show heard Monday through
Friday. We feature adult easy
listening music along with
local, regional and national
news, sports and weather.
Also regular reports on the
arts. .
7 p.m. Options In Education




junior high schools "breeding
grounds-of alienation." Junior
highs qolved at the beginning
of this century, designed to
l'ope with the particular
problems of early,
adolescence. Today there are
few proponents of junior high
ichools. Their critics maintain
that they are illconceived,
watered-down high schools
plagued by a contradiction
between the schools'
organization and their
students' needs. On this
TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
That Tee
1:00- fight le home. •
110111- Charlie's Amp*















7:10 _ Special: "Coelho-
's: The lacrediblo
hsweey"
11:00 - Movie "Who Is
Iterry„riblerstan a
- Ms laying Theo
Terrible Thinsakhoot
Me7"
1040 - bete e 10
WTVF-5
6:30- Cryogen:
7:00 - Antonin Spider-
nen




12:041 - Movie 'loin
IMAP540'.
WPSD-6
• :711- IlloshvIlle Musk
7:110- Cariboo • The Ist.
seeable learesty








6:30 - Moppet Mew
741 -Sedate=































11 40 Peke Howe




















1280 - Toworree Sow
KM-12



































LishecrIben 'else hese .it
received eigi4 liewn-diellvond
copy if TO. *arm Ledger &
Thee by 510 klisedepi '
friary Of by p. in. so Seer.
des on egged to ooll 753-1916
pri_ and4-
, r
,aat 4 p. on. Saturdays, e home -
dAy •!_
went be Whored by 6 0.0. soh.
don *I 4 p.a. lobrdeys to
grannortee delivery.
CII1M1 VC".S.
8 p.m. 'MOillialr Night At
Eight "Murray M .ayorlietiley
- The First 100 Days" This all
new public affairs program
will this week assess Mayor
Henley's first 100 days in
office. Mayor Henley will be
present along with - a local
Republican who will give the
alternative analysis of events.
The first half-hour will be
devoted to the guests with tbe
second half-hour being
devoted_ to listeners _called-An
questions. The moderator is
Jesse Young. •
9:30 p.m. Across The Border
"Mind Games, Body Games"
This week we feature part two
of the inner game of tennis.
From Radio Canada - In-
ternational.
. .when is an activIS just being.a. Noe 7534052
public pest? Columnist Hart
p rag er considers this
_question via in-depth in-
views withand
an attorney who frequently
opposes her in court, as well
Rs on, the debate platform,
Merrill Frazier, Jr.
Thursday; Apr. 13 •
7:36 p.m. Murray Common--
Council WKMS News and
Public Affairs Director Jesse -.-
Young provides gavel to gavel
coverage Of the regularly,
_ scheduled meeting of the -
Murray ComMon Council.
( Also to be televised on MSU-
TV Channel 11!)
Tuesday, Apr. 11-
7 p.m. Options "Popular
Culture and American
Society" This program, which
is the third, and final,
broadcast based on the
courses by newspaper
"Popular Culture" series, will
explore, in depth, the various'
relationships.between popular
culture and the political and .


















7 p.m. Options "Madeline
Murray O'Hair; Atheist or
Savior?" When is someone -
like atheist Madeline Murray _
O'Hair defending our con-
stitutional rights by bringing
SpeolotOn Tapes & Albums
..AILT1taluastleleaseslitsti
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
7
Large Selection of Country













8 Track Reg. 7.1111
$513
The Lorges Selechto of Topes oncl Albums in Th,s Area
Center






ALL STYLES nd FABRICS
Come Early For Best
Selections At Low
Orerhead Prices
USE OUR CONVENIENT LAY AWAY PLAN 1
GERALDINE. & TERRY SYKES, Mgrs. -- MIKE SYKES, Salesmar,
j1/1.. arket 4/4 hirmiftre
414 North Mart St !:m, Phone 642-6996
(
PAU 12 1111 MINIM By.. Mom a non, Fridey, April 7, 1971
FIRST PLACE WINNERS at Murray Middle School Science Fair were, 1st row: (from left)
Mary Leslie Foster, Dennis Thurmond, Corey Hubbs, Leigh Ana Hannon, Sherida
Outland,: Jerri Weatherford, Richard Jones. Bekair Brock. 2ncl. row: Buddy Simmons,
Susie Smith, David Randolph, Bill Glavin, Jonathan' Overbey, Donnie Hutson, Natalie
Simpson Melanie Kelly, Mark Austin, Pam-Carty/right, Gail lietvidOn, and Mary Jantobt:...
tietori were-teachersinekarge of the event
SECOND PLACE WINNERS in Murray Middle School Science Fair were, 1st row (from
left) Bills Matins. Lori Silcox, Kay Farley, Laura - McConnell, D'avid aveffsey, tesák
Massey, Stephen Malone, Kellie Overbey. 2nd row: Amanda Hammack, Laurie Lovett,
Missy Emeason, Mike Childress, Alka Dhall, Steve Dallas, Theresa ford. Chuck Cathey
wasabsent. 
TIHIRO PLACE WINOMS hi Murray Middle School Science Fair, were, 1st row: (from
left) Quintin Prescott, Susie Tharpe, Missy George, Jill Burkeen, Mel Jackson and Brian
Doyle. 2nd row: John Snletier, Charlotte Throat, Melanie Roos, Samantha Wilder, Lisa
Russell and Zandra Hughes. Lisa Wilson, Shannon Christopher, Debbie Roos and
Chrissy Wolfe were absent.
Mercury MarquT§ has incire
hip and shoulder room than
Olds 98, Buick Electra and
Cadillac deVille 4-door sedans
.:.rpore trunk space than any
other American-made car.
FOURTH PLACE WINNERS in Murray Middle School Science Fair were, 1St row: (from
left) Chris Drew, Dana Morten LuAnn Loberger, Rochea Perry. 2nd row: Robert Stout,
Ross James, Jeffrey Game!, John Purdom, Karen Hainsworth, Tammy Andretks. 3rd
row: Jeff Hunt*eys, Steven Henley, Doug Story,Rart Washer, Phil Houston, Loretta
Koch*.
HONORABLE MENTION hi Murray Middle School Science Fak were, 1st- TOW-440/11-
left) Val Conner, Alesia Harris, Tammy Chadwick, Lori Schanbacher, itebbie Houston,
Monica Nance, Jill Morris. 2,ui.row Ivan George, Gre,tta Shepard, Glenda Donna






has been an , exemplar,
community arts organization/
During the past year, tbiF
theatre has -shown how an
active arts organization can
be a catalist for encouraging
creative exprivssion-,
generating excitement about
the arts, and showing the
imagination that exists, un-
tapped, within • the corn-
munitr
In working with com-
munities all over the state, we'
see Murray as an outstanding
example of community
cooperation. It is because of
the vision and leadership -of
dedicated people in Murray
that the Community Theatre
has come so far in such a short
time. In my experience. it is
rare to find the right blend of




tradition in full-size ...
there may never be
another  year like '78!
--effECK OUT-THE-MERCURY-W4WIS FACTS
AT YOUR iiiieoi....4.44ERduRY DEALER.
515 South 12th Street, Murray, Ky. 153-4961
••••••••11.1vIVII 41114•.01,,11•141,1AOL
But your community seemed
to be ready and open for this
project. Now . we - can look to
Murray as an example of what
community who truly wants
to have quality arts ex--
periences can do. With careful
planing, ,community in-
volvement, and a- vision of
what can' be done, other
:communities can learn from
the success of Murray.
It is hartening for us to see a
community so supporative of
the Arts, and it provides ,a
.4nedel for communities
throughout the state. It proves
Faith Church Plans
that it can be-dope, but It takes
hard work and real didication.
Congratulations and best
wishes for the future.
Sincerely,
Nash Cox, Executive Director
Kentucky; Arts Commission
The Faith Missionary
Baptist C'hurch of Hazel will
have a special service, Sun-
day, April 9, At 2:30 p.m.
This service will be a public -
dedication .131-311e--ntor - -
auditorium. Speical singing
and preaching will be
• featured:—
. The church is located one
'-fynile north of Hazel, off Htiv.v.
-MI, on Brandon Rd. The
pastor, Jonathan Kirnbro and
the church extends a welcome
-to visitors.
Heather McClure pf Hen-
derson, a senior at Murray
State University, will present
a voice •iiaial on the cam-
pus Sunday, April 9.
Scheduled to begin at 2,
pin. in -the Recital Hall An-
nex of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, .The recital will
be given jointly with Joyce
Feibelman of Fort Pierce,
Fla., who will play the oboe.
Miss McClure, a soprano, is
the da hter of Mr. and Mrs.
 110:
voice and Is a member of
—114 Philigappa;Ct -
protegoional women's musk

























































Pulpit Exchange For Christian
Church Scheduled On Sunday
• The Rev. John Austin, the two-national church bodies
minister of the Ueity--Unitecl_tegsgvait essorted number _of_
Church of Christ, Paducat- --wnya. The Christian Church
. will be the speaker at the Fiiitt tBineiples of Christ) and the
Christian Church, Murray, on United-Church of Christ both
. Sunday, April 9, at the 1045 voted this past year to carry-
a.m., worship service. This on conversations with each
will be a pulpit exchange with other over an extetlillii pgrlocl
the Christian Church minister, of time to. explore the
the Rev. David  CliootLto be possibilities for &arch union,
speaking the Paducah but no time schedule was
Church. included in the resumption of
The pulpit -exchange is part the talks. •
of the denomination-wide get Dr. Kenneth Teegarden,
acquainted emphasis between general minister and
The Callaway County
Schools will be in session on
Monday, Tuesday; and
Wednesday, April 10 to 12, and
will be dismissed on Thursday
and Friday, • April' 1'3 a ,
Jar spring break. '
.- • Menus for three days at the
various schools have- been- ,
= released by the food service -
director...Joanna-Ai:laths, who
said they were subject to
occasional change. They tire.
CALLOWAY HIGII
  haintiUrgers;--'•
turkey. sandwich, • chicken
fried steak,irencli es, -corn-
eobb, green --liesnis, salad
bar, combination salad, vz egg
and celer stick banana "
pudding,. fruit cocktail. rolls;
Tuesday ---, hamburgers, fish
plate, gloppy Joe, tri-tattrS,
- white beans, baked apples,
- -seat  bar,  sold slaw, corn-__
oatmeal-raisin cookie, hush%
puppies: . Wednesday' --
hamburgers, pizza burgers,
beef strogatiolf, french fries,
macaroni and cheese, ,green
peia and carrots, salad bar,
combination salad, gelatin,
a ppIesa kriSple
square with peanuts, rolls.
EAST, •• NORTH, AND
. Rev. John Austin
, president of the Kentocky
Christian Churches; said4"all --
this ,means is that we have
agreed that-we-will dglefach .
-other, perhaps sotnewhere
down the road; we will get
engaged, but we will allow the
Holy Spirit to lead us." -
The Rev. Austin, native of
northern Illinois, graduated
from Elmhurst College and
received his Master' of
Divinity degree -from Eden
Theological Seminary,
Webster Groves, Mo. He came
to Paducah upon graduation
hamburgers, tace salad,
lettuce, tomato, corn, donut;
Tutsday--- =- hotdogs, fish,
white beans, Later rounds,
cold slaw, hush puppies, ice
cream': Wednesday --:
hamburgers, spaghetti, green
beans, diced isarS, french
bread, cookie.
The Murray City Schools
will be dismissed for the entire •
week of April 10-14 for spring
break. -
from the seminary.
The public is urged to attend
the services on Sunday, a
church spokesman said.
LAKE DATA
. Kentucky Utica,- '7 a. m.
356.0, upv).1.
Below -dam 323.8, down 1.3.
Barkley-14e, 7 a. m. 356.1,
up 0.1.
Below 'darn 327.3, down 1.4.
Sunset- 6:23. Sunrise 5:34.
A sandal with support:in soft
leather, with adjustable straps, padded
leather insoles and genuine crepe soles.,
-Inuit dance all night. In this
-dressy little 1-strap with padded
CABORIET 'leather insoles andan oh-so-soft
- Smart and sensible. Padded leather
inioles and genuine crepe soles'
• ,
Stay casual and komfattable. Ligtv
weight wedgie sandalwith ong-'wearing
Rhino crepe sole .,
Easy going. Leather sandal with
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Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' z24'. 10' x 10'-doors, ceiling over 12' high, ,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
house full of furniture.
_ _





1 Crimson 55 measure




(71meall 6 7 opeawivt
'Marne fabric - 






01 tic, 3 Depression
-in cheek
19 Fondle 4 Barracuda AG E
,,,20 More • 5 Proppun 
Await
irnusiratrer--
'21 Stop - 7 23 Direction














24 Bar legally away -.45 Free ticket?7 Natrve   9-Bebins
10 Paddle 46 Make lacemetal - lever
---2MasufacTuradt1-Artti • 28 Pronoun 47 Artificial

































111Trials receptacle 48 Encountered-20 Hospital 32 Nuisances 49 NatiVe •_
attendant _13 Diphthong metal
21 Hidden 36 Instruction 50 Man's
supply 38'Sponsor nickname
22 Enthusiasm 40 Becomes 53 Proceed
1 2 3 :6,15°
:.::!:
4 5 6 7 I itig:
......

















































Distr. by United Peturt Sysdicats,





' A PFLIZE AT
THE GOLF
TOURNAMENTS
Full-Part Time 'S:ale-sp- erson for
Missy-Junior: Specialty Store. 3-5
days a .week Selling and display .




JESUS SAYS IN JOHN
5:19, "Verily, Verily, e,
say unto you, The Son
can d9 .nothing of
himself, but what he
seeth the Father do: for
• what Vigs so ever he
doeth, these also doeth
.the Soh likewise." Are
' you doing as God
commanded? For-Bible
•- study, group, individual
or by phone. Call 753-
OP4.
Can be yours today! Beauty has been captured in
this unique conternPoteit'Sliome in Gateshorough--- - -----
Subdivision. Spacious rooms, attractive design
and decor which places this home in a class all -
• by itself. Just listed so don't delay, in letting
tell you more about this architectural master-
piece.
HAVE PROPERTY-TO-SELt?.._....
If you've been thinking of selling, why not give us
-a call? You'll receive friendly, courteous service
and professional advice at•no cost to you,. We •
have clients waiting to purchase all types of real
estate, so let us match a buyer to your property. ••
Phone Kopperud Realty, 253-1222-anytime. We ------
make buying And selling real estate easy for





bring us yours for extra _ ---
41*"-"iallisize into anfrywnsiazneY—'.
Wallets-low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40: Fast service.
Artcraft,..118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking




• -and Credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791,-











be reached on 754-
I916ond 7 53,19/ 7
WORDS can't express our
gratitude for the many
cards, rails and visits
while in hospital. Also
for six weeks to read my
name from top of sick
list in New Concord
Church of Christ--
Bulletin. It really gavea 
boot to the wheel chair
the last two weeks, when--
going to meet the mail .
man. Our gratitude to .
all. Clary and Jerry_
„. •Lovins.
LOST BLACK and tan
hound puppy _ Rewards
$25.00 Call 426-5397,7753-
4438 or 753-7228.









benefits. Good working • -
schedule. Appy Rose's.




_ - taken for bookkeeping
position with local firm:
Person hired. must
possess skills in ledger
tritrieS, payroll, etc.;
and respect the- con-
fidentially_ of position.
Degree or associate 
degree-preferred but not
necessary. Ability to
werk closely with and
get along well with














resume of past ex-,,,
perience and salary
expectations-- to P. 0.




Wallis Drug Store; -----
Murray, Ky. Call 754- -
1272.
WE'RE COMING to town
soon. Watch for our new












, none 753-3341 or
753-3342
TWO FORD 12 horse
riding mowers. One gas
operated Weed Eater.
These items may be
inspected anytime
during office hours,
April 10, 11 and 12 at the
Murray Housing Office,
716 Nash Drive. Rids
will be taken sealed-1nd
and will'be open the 13th




• aid Sales. Free Service-
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Belton of Benton, 1200
.Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Would row 11** to ricka
our chuton,Out t.0-$1.41.




full time and part time
help, male and female
for days and nights.
Must be able to work on
weekends, must be 18
or older. No others need
apply. No phone calls.
Apply in person only,
don't apply from 11





Benton, K. Call 527-8633
for interview.
WANTED ,FrocK per-
son, part time. sales,





preferred, but will train.
















Call collect 5024714612. -
1
-_-_-:410-44411-Sedan-Delfille, -too miles, like
- naw, rigor ear trade in.
' .k. ..
IT•5 Monte Carlo, all the extras, extra nice, low
linkage, new car trade in. . ,
1976_ClIewalt1 Impala Wagon, extra nice, new
— - 4!ar trade in.
  1972 Chevrolet .
extras, new car trade in. :.._ 
1971 Chevrolet Vega Wagon: a little rough, good
fishing car'.
-
1406 West Maio 733-5315
Just listed this lovely and unique home on
private 3 acre wooded tract west of Murray.
Home has breathtaking 77' x 25' greatroom with
fireplace and hardwood plank floors. Electric
Heat Pump, all modern conveniences plus a
rustic, comfortatila design add up to a pleasant
life style for you. Don't let this opportunity pass
youty. Phone us today for more information.
\13/R.EALTYm
Ph. 7531222 711 Main
' Rill Rayburn 759-4900 Harry Peterson 492 8302





You don't have to be an engineer or technical person to enter a challenging and
highly rewarding career selling industrial lubricants to businesses right in your
community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food, and.manufacturing or a "
mechanical background helpful. We train you in salesmanship, products, and
applications in a thoroughly professional, company-paid program.. Field
training follows, right in your territory.
No investment except your full-time effort, and you get an exclusive, fully-
pretected territory with hundreds of prospect/ for products that repeat and
repeat, year alter year. You represent a company on the move: the quality
leader in the lubricant field fokover a quarter century. 
_
- . .
Feel dead ended? gtop dartpearoirkg and start balding your lucrative career
Act now, while One of our choice territories is still open in your &RA sPad.:Your
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II
6 Help Wanted
o mar e al e
14 Want To Buy
1541SYS1ETI.1 wanted ilt =-.i3sED
Hail+ Call 492-8503. • homes. Call 1-527-4322.
EXPEliENCED-
painters, steady won.













man wanted:- Apply in
-Oakley -Used-
'- Cars, 753-6861 ask for
Bill.
icemaker and.. rubber
roll out wheels. $300.
Adjustable bed frame
with double box springs









-UNION Banker Life' )-111111 AMP SERVICE pole.
15 Articles Fur Sale
THOMAS. ELECTRIC
organ with built in
stereo. Like new con
-53- 
16'F .G. Runabout. 75 h.p.
dition. $300. Call 7 250, only 1,040 miles, Johnson. Call 436-2421. .
_ Ccoalllor7534T' 2:38
V., Like new.
0605 ---------$675. For sale Ap- . ,
15 Hrt.cies For See
_
8 x Ig ALUMINUM
storage shed. $675. Call
901147L5628.
20 Sports Equipment
1974 15 FT. Traveler
fishing boat. 20 h.p.
Johnson motor and
trailer. $800. Call .753-
0444. •
16 TV Radio
- 1,9" BLACK AND .
WHITE T V solid state.
Nearly nee. UK Calf
753-5456.
LW FURY 11). Plymouth,







NS ZENITH SpringTAPPAN-. Refrigerator _ mile  off blacktop...4 boat Trailer eA.:--12 -Sale Shop around andF 
.
r * eezer, cu. Et. -wrth miles Northwest ot - 7;7'h Evilrude MotOr.
Hazel. $6,500. Call 435- -therrcirme see us. You'llExcellent condition. Call
SEARS PORTABLE








753-5447 after 5 p.m.
1975 HONDA' 400 Super
Sport. 
Company expanding
• Call 753-45411after 5p.m. Prefect shape. $750. One
. IS- • --- Pair • 10-50 Mickey•
aaka--laree- Weald REttici ramp Tholnpgnti slicks. $20.
like responsible person Fax Trot show Call 753-0259. 
re1)F•WFI-ths mad
area. No previous el: 600 GALLON-milk cooler.Cavalier topper for long
perience necessary. wheel base Pickup. Call 13.5 Ferguson front end
Unlimited advancement 435_4525. loader, one GI case
opportunities. Excellent
.4riofit_s".. And - equal • FRIGIDAIRE *washer
•
,
• opportimity_ company. and dryet.'llernington






507. $443.99: Roto \ shear
, Wallin Hardware, Paris.
manure spreader,
• Mobile home and lot in -
Baywood Vista. 14'
Sport boat and-ironer 
Call 489-2669. •
ANTIQUE radio; real




- -charge: Over ISO pat-
 youR MACS, " extras
- wide 14" for Old-•
cent off month of Aprd.








build homes. .-Call---fat- ----I - -0411-ON'
information. Carl Thornton Tile and
Cautoc,*7594.09. - Marble, South 9th. Call-
753-5M
WANTED. YARDS to
mow. Will do all kinds of





suite, table,. 4 chairs,.




yearling colt. Make good









A/CC MALE Doberman, 2'
years old Call 7594000.
41. Public Sales
FOUR FAmit.-Y- -yard
Sale. Friday . /and
Saturday. 14 - mile South
of Dexter, watch for
signs. Cancelled if rains.
CARPORT SALE. Spoil
UNFURNISHED' -Z • *eaCT:and lots MOM-
bedroom. Central heat Come and see. Saturday
and air, fully carpeted. April 8.  1105_ Magnolia _ _
built-in range. Call 753- •
8067 after 5' p.m. GARAGE SALE, adult-
and children clothes.
Couch, bedspread andEXTRA NICE one
DESIRABLE residential
building .,..sites in - the
country. Choice of four
(4 level lots with 100 ft.
frontage on US-64F-
South. Each lot is more







With The Meal* Veuct?'
-SPRING IS COMING,
... Let US shOw you




bedroom- furnished drapes.' Pictures and - water, underpinned,
apartment. '4 block ; , more. 342 miles on ,New.
from University. Call Concd Highway,
753-29671M13-ri. m. _ Watch for sign. Friday •
aM-Siturday, 9-5 p.in.
apartment. Central heal
and air. Carpeted '• GIG.A.NVICJLAL.Savirr----fittOttpLY we rave about




Bargain Barn, 13th and





ferred. 1414 Vine.'•  , 
FORt. SALE 1979---idisdet,14 7,70 snisbaw
homer  all electric, air ______FIUMISHED _ one or 2
conchtion. 'Partially bedroom married
-Furnished. Good e0h= _couples and,singles only.
-E o nerMATT- 'part-
6292. ments, South 16th, 753-
15' CHECKMATE ski
boat. 135h.p. motor. Call
489-2350.
1971 BOAT, motor,
trailer, 14 ft. tri•huU
mid u , w_
windsheild: 50 .i4copILE HOME, central ONE BEDROOM ef-
Otriaoarct. Mercury . heat and air. Nice ficiency with small
mot-or calf -1$3_8687 garage. Lot with well. kitchenette. Olive Street'
'be Cloie to lake. $7,090. Calf Apartments. Call 753-. tween.66. .
• . c5,4453-Tir _
save 110,00, - $211.00 or
more. All
reduced. Sissons Zenith
Sales since 1962. 19 miles
West of Murray on High-
way 94. Call 382-21'74.
27 Mobile Home Sales
30 Business Rentals
RE/11-1DING for rent on
North 641 Highway for'
garage or body shop.
Call 753-5018.
31 Want To Rent
HOUSE IN COUNTRY 2
or 3 bedroom 1 or 2
story. Within 10 to 15
- miles of Murray. Call
759-13% before 3 p.m. or-
after 6 p.m. .
WANT TO RENT 4 or 5
acres of tobacco. Call
753-9811 atfer 6 p.m.
32 Apartments For Rent
12FT:-.ALEJMINUM
bottom boat. Good










after 5 . .
TRALIER-FOR RENT 29
TRAILER FOR RENT
- for coupteS only. Will be
available May 1st.
. Apply in person only,
Dille, Trailer Court
located Murray Drive In
_ Theatre entrance.
TWO BEDROOM 'trailer
fbr rent: Call ,489-2533.
TROT LINE 24-100 
1197,, BAYWOOD 12 X 65 2
bedroom, 2 baths, partly




14' POlarcraft Jon beat.
to_ 12.p. Jo 34.111 and




accessories, ' 20 h.p
- -Johnson motor, trailer
 _thrum Skull call 35ã-
MOBILE HOME Gran--
Ville, 12 'X 50 Partly
furiiiihed-. $3800. Call
489-2434.
S. g _as_ CONCORD
SPANISH SOFA end 14; BASS BOAT Air illIoner. Gas
-mum Tour dioice-2577-̂ "rit'isr:Tall 753-4'426. , • Mercury. Full equippe tint. Shad}, aks
SALE SNAPPER
'newer,- replacement . _chair, black vinyVilike • fiber_glass: 50 horie Good
SO" or 30'... $6.99
Wallin Hardware. Paris. • WE BUY AND SELL used
air coriditioners. :NH
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
:1551. 
-
SOLAR ENERGY „TILLERS chain dnve, 5
• dealership available in • h.p. B and S engine.-
Callowa)- ConntY Y0,6.0..aue '1_199.95 Wallin Hard- -
chance to Join a pro%wri-- "vivare,
leader in the solar




14. Want I. Bul
VAN'TED STANDING
. - We ..pay- top
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash
çr pefcentage your
'choice. Call after 6 p.m.
- W2489-2334.
WANTED ,WHITE oak
arid walnut veneer Will
buy rut or stanCog,
small or largetrat - Cafl
• Mel Rhodes,. 1-5O2-5l-
,1630





R. C. Evans, 47401E, st--,
474-t74117 •
FOR. SALE Philco cook
stove like new also 17
bed solid wood head-
- board': Moving and must











-Available For Shift Work
BECRETARY:
Excellent Typist
Experienced with adding machine
- and calculator
Soma resents stating enatifieatieas and salary
reqvirtnionts to
Post Office Box 32 J
Murray, Kentucky
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY ['PLOVER
New -,, 3 b&iroorn- brick veneer home -
baths, carpet. Lotfof cabinets and
clbsits. Dishweiher, electric range, 'central air
*Wheat. Good location. _
Fulton.- Young ---*
1534333











front end loader, ' fits
Ford tractor. Good
condition. Call 759-2359.
1952 MODEL B John




TWO 12" trip plows. 7'
Pickup disc: ' two row
cultivator, 6 ft. Ford
mower. Call .753-5702
after 5. •
4029 JOHN deere tractor.
1907 model. Good con-
dition. Call 4354301. .
ONE USED AC 8 row
hard land drill. Call 753-
3076 -
13 Sports Equ prnes'
I C A TA MAItAlfgal1
boat. 27 ft mast with
main and jib sail. Call
753-1362, 753-3!25 or 753-
4029.
' • 
1976 SANGER boat, V-
drive. [-bevy engine. 46g
with extras. Call 969-
2237.or 909-5396.
19 farm Equipment
13' BIRCH disc. Also 4
bottom Ford plow.-Both
in, excellent condition




312' hours. Goo$1 con:* SPINET Piano for sale.






_after 34.sts- _ I_
TRA bedroom
Ready lo go. Must sell. 94. Phor 753-7354 after 5
Call 354-8645 before 3:30. P.m
TTTLEIST goliclubs. 1-3- tWO BEDROOM 1975
4-5 woods, -z-9 irons, 2 -




bass_ boat. Trailer, 40 -iv-




A 94PEG,base.g u ta r amp.
piggy back on rollers, 4









Area Coott. l4.,. Doper,
Kelly's Termite
&Pest Control
U. .•••• odd .,...'.d •••• •
vows Do tort op. or, mono 0.4
.• WA./









LAWN MOWERS 517h p





Jet Pat, forty lid, Ile4 Pak,
Rafgews, SmsN
Ilp ril.To- f2Vairci:30
-Calloway Co. Nigh School
Greenhouse
. Call 43i-265a: -
1974 12 X MI Ibedroorn.
partly furnished.
Central- air. Like new.
See at Riviera Cts.
3280 before
CAMKRON 12 x 60




19 Mobile Home Rentals
1974 TWO BEDROOM
trailer, central air and





mobile home ,spaces for













all carpet, central heat
and air. Callt 753-7550.










Call &neon Realty, 753-
3744.
34 Houses For Rent
TWO -





Saturday, 8 a.m. -5 p.m.
1126 Circarama
clothing,' shoes, book




Saturday April 8, 1978. --








things, boys clothed y Size
6-10, to and more. 121
South toll mile marker.
5th house on left on Old
Salem Road. Saturday
QUARTER,.. HORSE •
- COLT. Also a 4 horse
Walker and black and'
tan coon dog Call 498-









saddle horse, two white






Fri & Sal 11-2.30
*Hair Cuts 'Shaves
209 Walnut Street.
Cell this number after 5:00 to assure.'









April 8: Starting at '8




' FAitm with great potential!! 64 AWN 10411tt•lilLit _
-SOW -, • 'VelVOCId
t , ylcailas Aand many other - - ,
desirable features. Call Purdoin and Thurman -
75344st $o! fart her details.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
pia 4041 let/1411 Swell& Caws *We
7114•511 OW WIT "A", 511,0401
Greene C.Irs
nI•Sir Phone 7534451
ems, if!N• Ann febso fax; Lid ii hikes
It
MOVING SALE, April
8th. 8 till 4. Third house
on the left after leaving 4




trunk, table and chairs.
Clothes and books, lets
and lots of other items.
CARPORT SALE,
Thursday, Friday 'and
Saturday. From 8-4 at
907 Vine: Baby de-Mi.
clothing for everyone,
lots of odds and ends, In
case of rain ._held
following weekend. - .
GARAGE SALE Satin'-
day morning, April 8.
1978 at 8:30 rem at
Caldwell Cars Inc. At
310 N 4th. Clothing for-
men and women.
Oily 4 sin oet nil if III
Ilsie tinily 3 St 11,41 be* to
idool foe ono else weeff, e-40
leer In: Owe bee larso
•leek new sod riergocno. Mester ON 141-T1W-i-
13 irk" roiliest/ •eie
137,140. Call nee Owen
anis fe veiniest
.-Affreenve 4 Wrens knee
eio onsIes resideatiot etreet.
*dim
.steleee, It )oree 'nifty
en., • demo, 7 tisk hetes,
/ ear prop, nen telt% 040
nil. Omni ne Imre •e41
sortml air . Priced tie seN
• 713-3243 illnytenro ,




Estate, 105 N. 12th.
this 3 bedroom brick





Freezer „Ulm' hilt baths,-
- restful patio' area with
prrdare brick wait__
Statel bricked columns-
bring you into the drive__
to a double garage with
automatic -openers...




GUS GELTRINT FARM 74
miles East of Murray on
Highway 94. 56 acres.
Highway frontage on
South side, good gravel





PRICED TO SELL Older
home located in Hazel.
- Home is in good con-




bills and  excellent buy,





- Purim It Thurman
lesereeet & R. Estate__






Uncle Jeffs Shopping Cower
DON't DISMAY IF YOU"
ARE LOW ON CASH-
we'll arrange the terms
on this well-maintained
two bedroom brick with





ID ACRE FARM located
on7Elm Grove Church
Road:. BertutifoOnilding
sites, only $4§4900. 138
• acres good farm land
with mile blacktop
frontage.






Protamstoria I Seri ice.












carpet in 2 bedrooms






100 2i 12th.________--_ -
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTION'S
•HOSPITAt SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAlf






Peered end reedy Up to 12 II 24 Also born style offiret, cottagei
mobile brook se ens and patios, or U bUliD pre cut completely reedy
osiemble up to 24 • 40 Buy the best for I
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS






A fish feast with over 72 different
-items ond alliyou core to eat.
Lire reveammen,144htli-
SUNDAY NIGHT BUFFET
With over 42 items awaiting your choosing.
Ivrery Tuesday Seoreiwg April I lei'
ITALIAN BUFFET
Wes & Voile's GENERAL STORE. - "This 41t40 1 most unissued tittr- action".) 6#46•
' eil Li • • r
n in filurw-411111141".1.114111rewom ,'''.....C"74-V&bit
A, _ COSTUME JEWELR Y
II - c6.44el.:CY 
Irreheres a ni.o.it. 
-FULL AtinGULMARKETto 4 3rd Sundays from 1-S pm tia*rig in May. lend
continuing
utio pingditslugo:gtil heir NornvercItop.enisidr eli Coil Soi divinan7 esls rya- .i 


































































































































. Priced - at- 
✓ acre: Call
Shroat Co.
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43. Real Estate
SELL . YOUR FARM
through KOPPERUD--
REALTY, 711 Mein. We
hayeliatimany inquiries.
-regarding all types of _
farm land and acreage
tracts._ If you have a
farm or acreage tract
sell, contact 'us at 753-
1222. Also if you have' •
been wanting to pur- EXTREMELY
chase acreage, contact NEAT. Three bedroom
us for an update on brick home just waiting
properties listed lot sale for your family. Not
in Calloway County. We much to do here as it is
a t KOPpERU-D- in- tip-top condition and By owitER,75
REALTY provide a priced to sell. Located --firm, 7 room house with •
complete range of Relit.. Northwest of Murray. 3 bedrooms, utility room
Estate Sers'rice. Phone Phone KOPPERUD _ and enclosed- -beek_=--
us today-- '153-12:4-feritrifh.:--in mile west ofInformation on • this Dexter. Two stock
home and all homes barns, milk nigh. smoke
listed for sale through house, chicken house.
the Murray-Calloway All under  • fence 
$1D0,000-.' all 753-5618




44. Lots For Sale
Guy Spann Realty
la ke v iew lot in a
prestige restricted area. _
also a few five acre ,
parcels only one- mile .
from lake. Call Jobs
Neubauer, realtory 505
Main St., Murray._ 753--





Country home - 3
bedroom, white brick,




from Cadiz, Ky. -Price
$41,000.
Many hates  and
sites to
• choose froth. For fur-
ther information call
_ . itbJZthatSycamor.




brick home with main
floor having 3 bedrooms,




natural gas heeing and
central electric air.
Phone KOPPERUD•




A rare opportunity to
buy in a 'choice
location. 3 Miles west
of Mid-way on the
blacktop.- 8 acres of
good level land with
choice building sites.
An ideal mini-farm.







ZONED R-4 or B-2?
Need a lot for multiple
housing/ Need property
for offices, restaurant,
-drug store, retail sales,
:or consumer services?
We have listed properly
zoned properities
located north, south,
east for these permitted











with this frame home
located only '2 blocks
from court square.
Property is zoned B3
and could-easily be
converted lo offices or












With The Friendly Touch.- •







lot on old 641 N. Don't




A Dream Come True
First time offered. Delightful 3 bedroom brick
veneer home in beautiful Panerama Shores.
Living room, family more, kitchen-dining room,
bath and a half all tastefully decorated and in ex-
cellent condition. Large patio, fishing, boating &
Swimming privilthges - iomething for all the
, family. Call today for your showing of this
- -beauty.
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
7591;•1707
PooPI• is °we bt"1 "
11°"11, AA' ppoot „mow,
amid &OW. • 7534531
ilehat SAM • 724-17111 .
".-1,0110frai-74-rOS4
Ml. Maim n2 MI
tea Nay% /251061
BUILDING LOT.
Gregory Drive off Lynn




quiet freedom. Lot 140'
and 180° Mid 5's Call 753-
2523:




Located 3 miles West
▪ of Aurora, 55 acres._
Two bedroom modern







Olikawy 611, I .is Rest of 1
Open 7 tart - -
HOUSE FOR SALE on
one acre lot Located on
  Highway 94 East, only
• one mile from the lake.
- Two bedrooms, separate
dining ri5om, Franklin
fireplace,. and _attached:, --LOS FOUR WHEEL drive
gar.ag.e.' Ne w 1 y jeePpickup. With topper
decorated. Call 474-2330 and new tires. 48,000
after 4 p.m. miles. Priced at $3.600-
dealerr--Travel trailers,
pop up and toppers. Both
w and used. We"I ' CHR)STEN \-60I) ' BIG OIL SPILL: n _ "_!_-_-. -a--- ri --____ - . -_,_-•Service wh __we se .
_ - 




75 KAWASAKI trail 
AN-
hike _ $375-., Excellent- - -Verne-p. POW& ind-in•--:7C-WANN---- - - awnings, cafebrta and
 MOBILE HOME 
home. -24 ft. self con-
10 000 tall 436-
IMAGO' -motor CH4RS: 
iiiderpirming,
_ Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
-condition. Galt 4374437. leather interior, two 1957
tamed. , • roofs sealed. Call Jack
P21:51E.. UP .TOPPERS,._:_- :,_, , _ .
. • ' m. or weekend. 
$149.95 up. Whites LICENSED EL E&*
Camper .Sales, East 94 . TRICAN -and gas irei
41. Motorcycles
Supply. and Service
tenter, 307 N. 4th St. 759-
- .1919. Motorcycle ser-
vice. All parts and labor
guaranteed.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1963 CHEVROLET truck
- for- sate. 1949 Ford
tractor with disc, plow
and mower for sale Call
753-6749 days.
19. Used Cars & Trucks 51 Services Offered 51 Services Offered
1971 VEGA. Call 753-0310. FENC SALES at Sears ALL TYPES backhoe and
now. Call Sears 753-231(1 septic tank work. Field'




Camp, 753-5933. CARPET CLEANING at
  - Feasonable rates.
SEPTIC TANK PUM- Prompt and efficient.
PIONEER CAR WILL REPLACE or ' PING. Residential- and ' Custom ..Carpet Care,
-=-'• STEREO. SUPER; repair_ your boat dock, commercial. Rex Camp 753-1335. '
TUNERS,-and speakers. walkway, etc. Shoreline 753-5933. •
Installation available. Dredging and Pier Co., '  
- DO YOU need stumps
Your, car stereo . Inc. Call 436-2660. 
removed from your yard
loaded. 20,000 actual'
miles, White with
maroon top and interldr.
A-1 conelition. Call 759-
4039 after 5 p.m.
your needs.
51 Services Offered
-. CONCRET FNISHING. _
or land cleared _ofspecialists. Sunset Patios, driveways, etc-
,. Boulevard Music Crill 753-0659. 
_stumps? We can-remove-.. holt YOUR septic tank
,. t and backhoe work needs. stumes  .up. to. 24"i, .Dixieland Center, 753- 
Also septic tank
cleaning. Call J91212 Lane. 
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
_, . WET BASEMENT? We-E 0113 '
'make at basements50. Campers.,, .phone 753-8669-__:er _436- , dry, -Inas_ rernsetriy ____C-ellieelseee Ealknal: ---
SALES your Starcraft 
guaranteed. Call or Steere Shaw, 753-9490 or3
I vii. WRITES CAMPERS 534r -, - • -
' write Morgan Con- -Bob Kemp, 435-434 .
trxuct40i9onA.Cpoa.d, ultocauht,eicy2,.





ficient service. No job too
sznatt-_:-CalT -.:Ernest  _
43. Used Cars & Trucks
Thunderbirds, 1969
MoTbRCYCLE PARTS Pontiac' convesetibre-,
1966 Mustang con-
- vertible7 Priced below
• market. See Saturday or
Sunday. afternoce only- Fr i ge w a y to w a r d stlliumllabtiiiiog, 
heati 
n will' 
dNo Phone Calls. ' Bob' ng and
Cook, Hazel, Ky. 
Kenlake, Murray, Ky. 
p 
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
- SUS-TERN KY. Travel-
1965 CONTINENTAL, low 
Call 753-0605.
,
Mileage. Excellent- - 
- - E
white. 1972 Plymouth 
Trailer Sales and Ser- 
MITCHELLcondition. Four door 
•
vice, Route 68 and 1-24, . 
BLACKTOPPING -
sealing, patching
- . wagon., excellent - COW - --or: -- • - -- - - . striving. For--free
Cadiz, Kv. Call 502-522:
tires. 1959 Edsel Cor- 
estimates call 753-1537.
.
dition, with air, and new
sair; 2 door hardtop. Call • BYARS -BROTH





12,000 miles. Call 753-
FOR SALE by owner.
- Nice-two. bedroom home
,,. in city limits with an
extra large upstairs
room. Call day S 753-6168
or after 5 p.m. 753-9646.
HOUSE AND LOT, 735
Vine Street, three
bedroom. Also at Pine
Bluff Shores, 2 bedroom,
mobile home with 2 lots.
' Call 753-8669. •
'TWO 'BEDROOM
houie for sale by owner.
Call 753-0856.
THREE BEDROOM
• brick home, living room,
dining room, kitchen,
den, utility room. Bath
and half. Call 7534402
weekdays after 4 and
weekends anytime. 753-
193-4 days.
. NICE SEVEN -ROOM
home with utility and




• quiet neighborhood. 1628
. Farmer Ave. Prieed in
mid 20's Call 753-8726.
COUNTY ESTATE city
conveniences 2 miles'
from city limits 3.3
acres of privacy.
Private lake. Beautiful
wooded ,park area, barn
suitable for horses, shop
and storage building,
large 2 bedroom house,
fully carpeted lots of
closets and cabinets.
Contractor will expand
to 3 or 4 bedroom to you;
specifications with-
commitment,' Priced in












-1T76 FORD ELITE, 24,000
miles, extra clean. Fully
'equipped. AM-FM
stereo radio. Call 759-
4478 after 5.
...•
1972 DODGE Polarar 4
door hardtop. Air, power
steering and power
brakes. $775. Call 759-
1231.
Rs & DRIVEWAYS and 
. 
home Orking areas v-ihite
rocked and graded. Free
yellsiw. AM-FM radio, 
remodeling, framing,
. - .1975 PORSCHE, 914 aluminum .siding and _estimates., Also have
or 753-2738 after 5 P.m: 
- __gutters. Call 14544951 decorative rock Aid rip
m2404895. e: - -- - rap. Call Clifford
.  _ 'Garrison, 753-5429 after
very nice. Call 759-1161
Guttering by Sears, Sears-- ' 41)- m•
continuous gutters In -
stalled per your
specifications... Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates. arOR Center
1970 PONTIAC le mans,
.AM-FM, 8 track tape,
$500. Can be seee at
corner of 4th and Pine











IN. by Sears save on
these high heat and




 • -- exterior. Also dry wall
'1973 ..E1ECTRA Atiick, finishing. 10 years- '6X-
$2100. 1.' days 753- perience. C,all 436-2563,
1953, nights 759-1713. Ralph Worley.
1974 CHEVROLET, 1 1973 CADILLAC Sedan Deoviner,,_ excellent con- - Ville. Low m nig e,dition. till 753-6648. excellent condition. Tail
753-5561.1973' PINTO, $1095. 1803
1974 FORD Rangertruck,




53,000 actual miles. New
tires, radio, wool carpet.






• $2450. 1976 Ford Custom





' $550. 1975 Honda CB 125
200 miles, $35e. Call 753-
6202 after 6 p.m.
1972 FORD 1250 4 wheel




condition. $700. Call 395-
7859.
1969 :MODEL J
grand Prix. Full power.
Call 753-1335 after 5.
1971 TOYOTA. 4 door.
Four SPeed, air. sins.
1973 Datsun 610 station




Slight rust. 6450. • Call
after 5 p.m. 753-0046:
Sitting on more than an acre, this nice three
bedroom home also contains family room with -
fireplace, large comfortable living room, well
designed kitchen with separate eating area, two
- _bathrooms, stody and garage. Best of alit is
priced to sell. Let us show youthis home lateire
the SOLD sign goes up. Purdom and Thurman
Real-Estata253-4451.
Purclom and Thurrr,i ti Real Estate
"" Oven MO Monday Satordoy
LJUGen, .• 641tti y45; Phone 753-445I
















free estimates on -
parking lot or driveway.





dition sales and ser-
vice. Modern sheet








Grove area. Cad „1110-
GARDENS PLOWED
















12' i60' Mobile Home located on 2 lots, Vs mile off
Rt. 280. Complete with furnishings. Deep well on





fend *diem 7534971 Fulton Young 753-1946
Quality ty Co::
A Benteih,41.7.sect Firm Serving All West Kentucky
a
OWNER SAYS "SELL" 3 Bedroom rustic, 1 year
old on 9 acres, ideal for horse orhog farms. Has
year around water on blacktop road near Gelo.
$39,500.00.
80 ACRE FARM 5 miles east of Hardin, approx.
42 open land, remainder in timber. Has year
-around water, makes a good livestock farm.
Priced to sell at $30,000.00.
55' ACRE FARM 25 to 30 acres tillable Has
:-several good places to build. Good water supply.
-- Just inside Calloway County on north side, a real
--14tty at $37,500.00.
OLDER- HOME COMPLETELY
liEMODELED;. on a heavy traveled corner,
ideal forresldent & business site combination
in Ha
LOOKING- FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT.?
Check this 60 ac. with 6 fishing lakes, has good
home plus other outbuildings. You can do your
working, fishing, living & playing all on your own
property. Call for More information. Priced at
$110,000.
A YEAR AROUND HOME, NEAR THE LAKE 3
-bedroom brick w/42 basement. This home is well
constructed & conveniently arranged. Priced at
$41,500.
TAKE ONE LOOK justone little peep at this,
nice 2 bedroom, with living room, kitchen, dining
area, bath, utility room, sitting on approx. 1Ye_
ac., carpeted floors. Located by Oak Grove Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church in North Calloway.
County. Price is $46,000. Don't be sorry.
tomorrow - call today!
66 ACRES PLUS good dev
mostly wooded, good locati
formation.
pment property.
Call for more in-
A GREAT BUY 3 bedroom home, luz baths, plen -
ty of room, on 7 ac. prime land, with beautiful
trees& yard. All for $45,000
80 ACRE FARM 5 mileseast of Hardin, Approx.
ie open land, remainder in timber, has year
around water, would make good livestock farm.
$30,000. "
Darrell Cope, Broker
• • 337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLOWAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312
• •Nfter hours; please
Rill Brursett 527 9921Clierles Jeffrey 474-2337
Darrel Morgan 527-8174 See Wynn 527-7444
Sob !tan W-1066 - Zwir
WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANY .
P AGI is Ott MURRAY, ity., & TIMIS, Friday, Apr il 7, 1978
rFerais 1• Poetry Readings LutheransTo Observe
Rites-On Saturday
Porter Charlton of Hazel
Route One died Thursday at
-8:30 p.m. at the Westview
Nursing 'Home. He was 91
Ye,ars of ageondwas preceded
in death by his wife, Mrs.
Minnie Taylor Charlton, in
8.
The, deceased was a
itiernher--of -the Oak Lrove-
litaptist ,Church. Born, Dec. 6,
1886, in Callbway County, ,he
was the son of the late John -
Charlton and Azlee Brandon
Charlton. He is- durvived by
three sisters, Mrs. _Calle.
- Cooper. -Mrs: Veesie Treas...
and Mrs. Genova Lassiter,
and one - brat:hes, rill/vex',
Charlton, all of Hazel. - •
The'-tI will be -heId
Saturday iitliwo p.m. at the.
with the Rey. H. D. Lax and
the Bev." -̀Phillip Mansfield
• it ia i g.-The Chapel' Choir, _
Oak Greve' Baptist Church
education. --
Kelly Cherry currently
'teaches creative writing at the
Uhit'ersity of Wisconsin at
Madison. She has published
two books of poetry, "Lovers -
and AgnosticsPi and
"Relativity Point_ of
View," and is the author of a
novel, "Sick' and Full of
Burning." -
Another' 'novel by Ms.
Cherry has just been accepted
-by-lioughton-Miffin and will
be published next year.
Pap Smear Clinic To
Be At Caftellonday .
Aliap smear dint-Cloy-1a
women will be held Monday.
April 10, at one p.m. at the
Calloway' County , Health
_smear are asked to cail the
tiarket----7-,ounter, for_fir-ap. --The Commissicrn "Of-pastor; -that- ---WMiam
directed by Jimmy Key, will ' WI - Christ" will be the subject of Taylor. Sncial music wJI k
provide the music and song
service. • • __11121r..iista .flirl_airnikihed to ;he Ledger kt
as a part of the' 10:30 a.m
__warship service on Sanday.
-April 9, by- • joimasual
Lutheran Church, 15th and
Main. The observance will
affirm again the creation of
God and man's responsibility
toward' it, said the Rev
'Robert A. Brockhoff, church
pastor. - -
Arbor Day was first oh-
-served in _America in 1872 in
Nebraska. Since then, it has
spread to all the states: In
Kentucky, it is on the first
Friday in April.
As part of Arbor Day, 1978.
the people of Immanuel.
Lutheran Church will donate a
tree to the. Calloway' County
Publii Library. They will also
lawn on 
oan tree ony:the ricitiurch
8,-as
part of the Spring Clean 1.,Jp by
GUEST SPEAKER for the
revival services at the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church,
located ab_out One  mk off
Highway 121 South, New
.Concord Road, 'wW he .the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
jálwMf-thm, Emit-16140e-
c s
-•tlatantlyinadequate:.?'Church MurraY:The servi e
will be at 730. m each
Kelly Cherry and Joy Bale
.-Boone. will,̀ give a poetry'
reading Friday evening-- at 7
o'clock in Faculty Hall, Ronal',
208, on the Murray State
llaivers* (arnpils
The reading' is the fourth in
a series of five readings by
nationally recognized poets at
MSU.
• The readings ate sponsored
bytthe Department of English -
at Murray State in relation to
Its des-eloPingcreative writing
-program and it is open and
free to the public.
Joy Bale Boone . is a Ken-
tuc ypdet who Ives a ..
She .has long .been
_with-furthering the arta _md.
education in Kentucky and has
ope of the editors of,,
'•Contemporaty Kentucky, r
Poetry"
education, has resulted in her
appointment to the Kentucky
Humanities Council and the
council on • public= higher
Palibearere Harvey-..-astes mackgsan.
Ellis, John Lassiter, Estill
Charlton, Biirie Waldrop,
Preston Brandon, and Will:1y
Cooper. Burial will follow in
the-Oak Grove Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel




• Daley S. Lawrence, brother
or Henry Lawrence of Murray,
died WedrAesday_at 2:55 _p,m.
at the Western Baptist
Hospital. Paducah. He was 79
years of age and a resident of
Calvert City Route Two.
The deceased was a retired,
farmer and a-member ,of the
Altona Santis Church. -
. He is survived by his wife,
Lawrence; one
daughter,:_ Mrs. James
Parham, Mayfield: one son,
Dewey H. Lawrence,
Milwaukee, Wisc.; - one step
-narr;---James .W. Corarn,
'Paducah; four sisters, Mrs.
Katie Barrett, Mrs. Lorene
Paul. and Mrs. Mary Kendall,
Paducah.- and Mrs Jtweil
Bridges, Cadiz; one brother,
Henry Lawrence, Murray;
five grandchildren;
- The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
ef the "Filbeck and Cann SPEAKER FOR the gospel
.Funeral Home, Benton, ',nth,






to 14 at the Pleasant Valley
liciating* Burial -Church of Christ, located"the Calvert. City osimetery.
liney, are as follows:
WU:serial Average 
Airco   . . — _ 494 +Pt




Ix •Murray. • •
night from April 9 to 15, ac-Persona:desiring a free pap Hear Dr. Mullins•  • cording -to the church
Couple On Tuesday
Wif . and Mrs. Mike Parker,
the-sermons tiy the Rev. Dr.
William P. Mullins. Jr.. at the
Sunday, April 9, at the Sinith
104Sa.m. worship services on-
Grove United
Methodist. Church. His text
will be from John 20:19-23.
held each evening with
'Leland- Peeler of the On
Grove Ba Est -47fturc*
director.7be public is urged
to attend the. services, the
Rev. Taylor said.
who lost their home and The Church Choir, directed 
'Liberty Church ToAllaratarto WOMB,  +4 contents by fire, on Thursday. by Mrs. R. L. Cooper wit li .
 al% +4 March 30, about 1:30 a.m., will Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist
331"'m be honored with a shower:Mt and Tommy Gaines as pianist,
w. 
ai -14
+% Tuesday, April 11, from seven will sing the selection, The Liberty Cumberland441% +41 to nine p.m. at the Dexter "Learning to Lean." ess At Presbyterian Church, lbcated
The shower will be spon-
sored by the Dexter
, Homemakers Club and all.. Ministry with the Rev. Fred th
'W -Mart 1111% 4,8
kautak.
William J. McDaniel,
brother of Mrs. Lillie Arm-
strong of Murray, died
Wednesday at 9:15 pm. at the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton. He was 77 years of age
and a resident of Powers
Road, Paducah.
Mr. McDaniel was a retired
fernier and a member of the
Church of Christ,
Surtlizons* include three
sons, J. W Joe, and Edward
McDaniel, all of Reidland: one
daughter, Mrs. Shirley Belt.





g randchitdria ; one • greet
grandchild. ' '
The funeral" - will be held
Saturday at one km. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home., Paducah, With- Bro.
01) McKendree officiating.
Grandsons will- serve as-
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Sunny Slope
Cemetery, Paducah.
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 sous& Community Center. Special musie will also be by on Highway 94 East, will have
regular. .worship services on
Sunday-dkpril 9-, at eleven a.m.
one o e Rev.
T. H. Sanders. •
Its subje& will be "What
five miles east of Murray on
Old Pottertown Road, High-
way 280, will be Jim Yates of
Waverly, Tn., graduate of,
freed-Hardeman College
and David Lipscomb College
with a Minter's Degree from
Murray State University. He
has served as minister of the
Green Plain Church of Christ
here and churches at Chat-
tanooga, TA., and Oak Ridge,
Tn. He and his wife, Faye,
have three daughters, Lisa.
Lydia, and Laura. Song leader
for the services to be held at
7:30 Sunday -through Friday
will be Jim Hurt. Sunday
morning services will be
worship at eleven a.m. and-
.
Bible Study classes at ten
a.m.
Morton as the leader.
Stioday.Behotri will be it 9-74S--
the former Brenda Collie. a.m. The sii p.m. sermon Now."--The'Rev. Sanders willdaughter of Mrs. Obid -Hosea," ; 
direct the song service withaurkeen.. Mr Parker LI NarsP workers  wilL he
son of Mrs. Glen Rudolph and GordOn --ef'di -Miss







Easy to ride as a bicycle
Delivers up to 100 mpg
No shrtting,-flolls along
at about 30 rrinh tops A
breeze to maintain, offers
lots a fun -What more
&Add you went— •
relatives and friends are in-
vited to attend. Mrs-. Parker is--
the Wesley Fellowship Group




Sunday School- will be
am.
_WASHINGTON -( trPi --
Better .federal monitoring
shouLd be a major first step in-
controlling --train derailments
involving hazardous materials
*, Kentucky's chief en-
vironmental officer feel.
, Eugene Mooney, recently




presented a federal, hearing
with a 14,-point list of
recommendations for better
rail safety.
Topping the list,', presented
at a hearing on train -
derailments conducted' by -the
National Transportation




federal :efforts in that am_
statisticS 'show, nearly 40
percent of the 493 accidents in
1977 occured at the. site of a'
previous 
derailment..•Why s there not better
postaccident inspection,
maintenance or repair of





dItional monitoring of railroad
maintenance spending 'to
-assure that iit is directed
toward priority areas and an....,
evaluation of rail yard
'procedures and standards to •
assess the cause of high ac-
cident rates in those areas.
He.. said the state is
concerned with the fad that
ov.er half of the rail accidents
in Kentucky last year oc,cured
on Ord 
-"Since- the yards --are
Mooney said _ federal generally located in er near
population centerk-Tthere_ -
Sinking Spring To exists a high relatiye
-probability of a server, 
Hest Pastor Speak .' -hazardous material sPill In a.
- _highly population areas," he
The Rev. - Lawson said-
reunister ef-, the--- Mooney said- _prelimit
Sinking Spring Baptist federal data ranks Kentucky
-Church, Will speak at eleven
a.m. and 7:30 p.m: worship
services on Sunday, April 9, at
the church. Gerald Cooper,
deacon of the week; will assist
in the inothing services.
."Jesus Loves Me" will be
the selection by the 'Church
Choir, directed tfly Tommy





material car-tying tire -
throughout -a train. -
-Speeding up -of federal
funding for rail maintenance.
--Developinent • of a
compuerized - data
management system to
analyze the flow of hazardous




and method, which the rail ,
, companies can use.
-Adequate funding for
response efforts and the in•-•_
elusion of local government
personnel In ...response
training.
_ -Requiring railroads and
shippers to post bonds for
cleanup operations.
- - • -,.•_.
in the top 30' percentnationally
for number of rail accidents
Involving hazardous
materials, with a 90:4 percent-




-Designation of a "national
hazardous materials tran- •
pianist and -Miss Judy Hughes -sportatiorrsystem" composed
as organist. of only 'linen With high quality
Sunday School will be at ternwk.- —
a.m., Church Training at 6:30 --Development of: more
a six p.m. for chior practice shippers in loading -Ind
pm,, and tbg.Youth will meet specific procedures _ for ,
seanrvd iweei1.1 sing in the evening unloading hazardous
materials and acceleration of
 Volunteer -nursery wor 
will be Mr. and Mrs Larry improving protective devices
Carter --aild-tynda Cooper. oatank cars.-
In a world of "canle* and "won't,s" and 
"well, I don't know's". . . there's still a place
where you'll hear an enthusiastic,"We Will!"
Unless you're already our bank customer,
you should find that refreshing.
When you -come to us for ser:/ice—cileck-
ibg-Dr-savings accounts, loan or credit serv-






rogues ted to check. the
first insertion ol ads for
ericr•ction' This
norsvipeper will be
rowonliblip for_ only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
ERROR SHOULD. SE






ingness is a ,people kind of thing. And from
the president on through to each and every
teller, the entire staff has reaffirmed the
pledge of customerservice on which our b
was built. Come ifl-today,Ao bank or just
to visit, and see how refreshing a positive
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